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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the amount of water stored in the mountain snowpack is crucial for
flood prevention, drought mitigation, and energy production in the Western United
States. In modeling terms, the most important component of the hydrologic water
balance is the precipitation input to the system. Determining where and how much
precipitation falls in mountain catchments, however, is the most difficult problem
with regards to closing the water balance. The work presented in this dissertation
details the modeling portion of the NASA Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) using
the iSnobal physically based snow model. This combination of remote sensing and
modeling at 50 m resolution provides the most accurate quasi-operational estimates
of snow distribution ever produced over a mountain basin. The first chapter supplies the background and motivation for undertaking this dissertation and presents a
brief introduction to the following chapters. Chapter 2 describes the methods used
for periodically inserting the ASO-derived snow depths into iSnobal over a consecutive four-year period (2013–2016) in the Tuolumne River Basin in California’s Sierra
Nevada. Chapter 3 provides a background for how the forcing data for our modeling
approach was derived in near-real time and addresses the problem of reproducibility
in the hydrologic sciences. Chapter 4 examines the water balance over the Tuolumne
Basin using ASO-derived snow depth updates to iSnobal in three very dissimilar water years (2015–2017). For validation of the modeled evapotranspiration using the
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water balance approach, we use an independent satellite-derived estimate of annual
evapotranspiration and show that the basin runoff efficiency is related to total precipitation input for each year. Finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary of the previous
chapters and provides a direction for moving the research detailed in this dissertation
forward. The combined results of these studies will help usher in a shift toward more
wide-spread use of physics-based models for operational predictions of water storage
and runoff.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
Over 2 billion people in the Northern Hemisphere rely on fresh water runoff that
begins as snow in mountain catchments (Mankin et al., 2015). Mountain snowpacks
are becoming more and more sensitive to increasing demands, yet mountain hydrologic
processes remain the least understood of the terrestrial cryosphere.
A better understanding of the magnitude and timing of snowmelt runoff from
mountain watersheds is hampered by the complex interactions between many different physical processes. Correlations between point measurements of snowfall and
streamflow, developed over long time periods, can provide glimpses of how a basin
responds to hydrometeorological conditions and is the primary streamflow forecasting technique used by operational water managers (Pagano et al., 2009). However, to
more fully comprehend the entire snow-to-flow system, we must accurately account
for each process affecting the hydrology.
Physically based models that attempt to resolve the energy and mass balances
of snow have been under development for over 50 years (Anderson, 1976; Colbeck,
1974; Yen, 1962). Until recently, such models were considered to be too computationally intensive for real time operational applications. Simpler conceptual approaches
became abundant during this time period because they performed reasonably well
at predicting runoff in gauged basins (Day, 1990; Franz et al., 2008). The major
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assumption for those stochastic models is that the system is unchanging (i.e. stationary); whereas models based upon equations derived from physics are less susceptible
to non-stationarity.
Feedbacks due to warming temperatures are now being observed in the hydroclimatic system (Groisman et al., 1999). For instance, land energy fluxes have been
found to exhibit feedbacks from water management policies (Ferguson & Maxwell,
2012), and increases in summer ET have cascading effects on water availability (Foster et al., 2016). These feedbacks cannot be explained by legacy statistically based
models since there is no prior record of their occurrences.
This dissertation details the implementation of a high-resolution, physically based
iSnobal snow model (Marks et al., 1999) in near-real time over a large mountain basin.
Remote sensing measurements of snow depth from multitemporal ASO lidar surveys
over five years were periodically inserted into the model, updating the snowpack
distribution (Hedrick et al., 2018a). These ASO updates provided more accurate
simulations of SWE in the upper elevations of the basin.
Chapter 2 pertains to the specific methodology of incorporating the updates into
the snow model in near-real time. Results show that the modeled precipitation distribution does not completely capture elevational gradients and is more uniform than
the ASO-derived distribution. In addition, the first update of the year was found
to be more important than subsequent updates, yet those late season updates help
maintain an accurate spatial distribution when modeled melt patterns begin to drift
from reality.
Chapter 3 elaborates on the ASO updating procedure by describing the groundbased weather station data that was used to create the necessary hourly model forcing
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grids. A major conclusion is that implementing the model in near-real time over
a sparsely instrumented basin requires significant human interaction for ensuring
serially complete model estimates. A secondary result from this chapter, though
no less important, is that the entire modeling approach used in this Dissertation
is entirely reproducible. This was accomplished using a novel approach to using a
combination of data repositories, Operating-System-Level Virtualization, and version
controlled software.
A scientific application of the combination of remote sensing and the physically
based modeling approach is presented in Chapter 4. Using the monitored reservoir inflow to the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir at the terminus of the basin, and the
iSnobal -estimated SW I constrained by the ASO updates, the annual evapotranspiration throughout the basin was determined for three very dissimilar water years
(2015–2017) using a water balance approach. With the groundwater loss component
of the water balance approximated as negligible, the residual can be represented by
losses to other sources in the form of evaporation, transpiration, and sublimation.
In maritime snowpacks such as that found in the Tuolumne, sublimation losses are
much lower than those found in continental snowpacks, but they are still considered
by iSnobal as a separate loss term. The remaining dominant term, ET , has been the
focus of a few other studies in the Sierra Nevada. Our approach here is to validate the
iSnobal -estimated residual using an independent gridded approximation of ET over
the basin. The approximation is from the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) Global Evapotranspiration Product (MOD16) (Mu et al., 2011), which
is based on the Penman-Monteith concept (Monteith, 1965). Results showed that the
modeled residual was within the bounds of the measured product. Additionally, the
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runoff efficiency of the basin, or the ratio of runoff to precipitation, increased as precipitation increased through all three years. Finally, the addition of ASO updates to
the iSnobal modeling stream increased the accuracy of the precipitation inputs to the
basin by a factor of three, resulting in higher accuracy estimates of evapotranspiration
and runoff efficiency.
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CHAPTER 2:
DIRECT INSERTION OF NASA AIRBORNE
SNOW OBSERVATORY-DERIVED SNOW
DEPTH TIME-SERIES INTO THE ISNOBAL
ENERGY BALANCE SNOW MODEL
Abstract
Accurately simulating the spatiotemporal distribution of mountain SWE improves
estimates of available melt water and benefits the water resource management community. In this paper we present the first integration of lidar-derived distributed
snow depth data into a physics-based snow model using direct insertion.

Over

four winter seasons (2013–2016) the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/California Institute of Technology (Caltech) Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) ASO performed near-weekly lidar surveys throughout the snow melt season to
measure snow depth at high-resolution over the Tuolumne River Basin above Hetch
Hetchy Reservoir in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California. The modeling component of the ASO program implements the iSnobal model to estimate snow density
for converting measured depths to SWE, and to provide temporally complete snow
cover mass and thermal states between flights. Over the four years considered in
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this study, snow depths from 36 individual lidar flights were directly inserted into
the model to provide updates of snow depth and distribution. Considering all updates to the model, the correlation between ASO depths and modeled depths with
and without previous updates was on average r2 = 0.899 (RM SE = 12.5cm) and
r2 = 0.162 (RM SE = 41.5cm), respectively. The precise definition of the snow depth
distribution integrated with the iSnobal model demonstrates how the ASO program
represents a new paradigm for the measurement and modeling of mountain snowpacks
and reveals the potential benefits for managing water in the region.

2.1

Introduction

In the Western United States, mountain snowmelt is the primary source of water
supply for domestic, agricultural and ecosystem use, provides hydropower electricity to millions of people, and replenishes groundwater. In the state of California,
the Sierra Nevada seasonal snowpack on average provides an additional 70% of water storage to the existing manmade reservoir system (Dettinger & Anderson, 2015).
For most of the 20th century, the relative stability of the relationship between point
measurements of streamflow and SWE at index sites allowed the use of empirical relationships for making decisions that affect downstream consumers and stakeholders,
albeit with seasonal forecast errors of 20% to greater than 40% (Dozier, 2011). However, a warming climate shortens the duration of seasonal snow cover in the Northern
hemisphere, decreasing snowfall and subsequently the naturally stored water supply
(Derksen & Brown, 2012; Vaughan et al., 2013). With ever increasing demand, low
precipitation totals, abnormally higher temperatures, and a reduced snowpack (Griffin & Anchukaitis, 2014; Henn et al., 2018b; Margulis et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016),
water supply forecasting is proving to be more important than ever before. The re-
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cent 2012–2015 California drought has reiterated the need to identify new methods
to quantify water storage in mountain snowpacks.
Changes in the timing of snow cover accumulation and ablation alter the relationship between streamflow and SWE at index sites and drive the need for new
approaches to better inform water resource management (Vano et al., 2012). To further complicate matters, snowpack mass (SWE) can change drastically over small
distances in mountain basins because of the combined effects of highly variable wind
fields, solar and thermal radiation, and topographic and vegetation structure (Anderton et al., 2004; Conway & Abrahamson, 1984; Grünewald et al., 2010). The timing
of melt and delivery of water to the soil surface is never uniform, following high energy locations across the landscape as solar zenith angles and temperatures increase
(Essery & Pomeroy, 2004; Luce et al., 1999). The physically based modeling and
remote sensing assimilation approach presented here aims to address the source of
greatest uncertainty for reservoir managers by more explicitly defining the quantity
of water entering the mountain hydrologic system.
The NASA ASO launched during the winter of 2013 to provide distributed SWE
and albedo estimates over large mountain basins. The ASO program provides more
detailed estimates of basin snowpack storage for water managers and researchers
through a unique coupling of multitemporal remote sensing and physically based snow
modeling (Painter et al., 2016). To accomplish this, ASO performs airborne surveys
every few weeks during accumulation and weekly intervals from peak SWE onward,
deriving snow depths by differencing snow-free from snow-covered elevation surfaces
obtained by its lidar scanner. The ASO-derived snow depth products are combined
with iSnobal simulated snow density fields to produce 50 m spatial resolution daily
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images of SWE distribution and volume. iSnobal (Marks et al., 1999) is a distributed,
physically based energy and mass balance snow model that explicitly solves for a
number of snowpack properties including snow depth, density, and SWE.
Vögeli et al. (2016) demonstrated the value of redefining the spatial snow depth
distribution of a physically based model using snow depths derived from a single lidar
survey. Brauchli et al. (2017) took that approach a step further by demonstrating
how streamflow responded to the more accurate snow distribution. Following those
efforts, this paper describes how the ASO-derived snow depths were integrated into
the iSnobal snow model in near-real time over the Tuolumne Basin in the central Sierra
Nevada for the first four years of the ASO program (2013–2016). This approach is
providing water managers with periodic spot checks of how existing legacy models
have been performing throughout the season and establishing the foundation for a
new modeling paradigm.

2.2

Study Area

The Tuolumne River and its tributaries provide the fresh water supply for over 2
million people in the San Francisco Bay Area through a combination of winter snow
storage in the upper elevations and careful water management of the system’s reservoirs. The Tuolumne extends from just above the Central Valley floor to the Sierra
crest and includes much of Yosemite National Park. Elevations within the 1180km2
basin above the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir (Figure 2.1) range from 1150–3999 m.a.s.l.,
with slightly less than half of the basin below timberline. Tree line occurs at approximately 2900 m and the majority of the alpine terrain is comprised of exposed granite
bedrock. Historically, the lowest elevations (1150–1600 m, 4% of basin area) are raindominated where approximately 60% of the precipitation falls as rain. The region
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Figure 2.1: Location and relief map of the Tuolumne River Basin above
Hetch Hetchy Reservoir within the U.S. State of California. Locations of
various measurement stations used to force iSnobal in water year 2013 are
depicted as red circles.
between 1600–2000 m (6% of basin area) is the rain-snow transition zone where most
storms are a mix of rain and snow. The region above 2000 m (90% of basin area)
is snow-dominated where more than 70% of precipitation falls as snow (Lundquist
et al., 2016). However, it is possible for rain to fall at the highest elevations of the
basin, and for snowfall to occur at the lowest. Two relatively small receding glaciers
(Lyell and Maclure) are found in the southwest portion of the basin, but this work
does not treat them separately from non-glaciated terrain.
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Owing to the basin’s location within the Yosemite National Park Wilderness Area,
establishment and maintenance of weather monitoring stations is limited and therefore the measurement network used for the modeling work presented here is sparse
(Figure 2.1). Additionally, scheduled routine site maintenance is generally difficult
or impossible since sites positioned in remote locations can only be accessed on foot
or by horseback in the short summer snow-free season.

2.3
2.3.1

Background and Methodology

The Airborne Snow Observatory

Light detection and ranging (lidar) has been demonstrated to be an accurate tool
for observing the spatial variability of snow depths in complex terrain (Deems et al.,
2006, 2013; Prokop, 2008; Tinkham et al., 2014; Trujillo et al., 2007). ASO is the first
operational campaign to use airborne lidar coupled with imaging spectrometry for
hydrological forecasting applications (Painter et al., 2016). Its 24-hour turnaround
time from the moment of aircraft landing to delivery of SWE products is crucial to
the ASO mission objective due to the dynamic nature of the mountain snowpack.
Snow depths were measured by differencing a baseline snow-free surface from snowon surfaces, obtained using ASO’s Riegl Q1560 dual scanning lidar, combined with
geographical analysis and constrained by classification from the visible-near infrared
spectrometer analysis and lidar return intensity (Painter et al., 2016). SWE, the
primary concern for water managers and decision makers, can be estimated spatially
from the product of the lidar-derived snow depths and modeled snow density fields.
In its first two years, ASO planned to begin surveying at approximately peak SWE
and continue flying weekly until complete melt out. As the ASO program began to
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characterize the dynamic nature of snow cover distribution, the decision was made to
fly earlier to capture accumulation processes in the following years. This resulted in
6 surveys during the 2013 snow season (early April to early June), 9 surveys during
the 2014 snow season (mid-March to early June), 9 surveys during the 2015 snow
season (mid-February to early June) and 12 surveys during the near-average 2016
snow season (late March to early July) (see Table 2.1).
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016

# ASO
Updates
6
9
9
12

# of Available Meteorological Stations
Ta

RH / ea

u / udir

mpp

Sin / ccf rac

20
23
23
21

8
10
12
10

7
7
8
7

12
15
15
14

6
5
7
7

IDW

IDW

DK

IDW

Interpolation
IDW
Method

Table 2.1: By water year, number of ASO lidar survey updates and meteorological measurements by variable required as input to iSnobal. The
numbers represent all stations that reported data for any length of time
throughout the year. In addition, the specifics of the point measurement
to regular grid interpolation for each variable are listed. (IDW = Inverse
Distance Weighting, DK = Detrended Kriging)
Coincidentally, ASO captured the extreme California drought of 2012–2015, which
brought the program to the attention of California water supply forecasters and stakeholders in a way that would not have been expected had these been typical or nearaverage snow years. Fortunately, the 2016 snow season was closer to the long-term
average, so the analysis presented herein also includes a non-drought year.
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2.3.2

iSnobal

The snow density modeling component of ASO was carried out over the winter/spring
seasons concurrent with the airborne surveys (2013–2016). The initial task for the
modeling component was only to provide distributed estimates of snow density in
order to produce spatially distributed SWE products for downstream stakeholders,
water managers, and forecasters. By the beginning of 2014 it became clear that
the ASO program needed to more effectively integrate the iSnobal modeling components into developed products because users of the ASO products desired more than
basin distributed and total SWE storage volumes. iSnobal is able to separate rain
from snow while simultaneously providing detailed information on the distribution
of SWE volume, snow cover thermal state, melt, and the delivery of melt-water or
rain to the soil surface. However, due to the sparse meteorological network at higher
elevations and the inherent spatial variability of mountain snow covers, the modeled
snow distribution is consistently more uniform with less spatial variability than the
distribution measured by the ASO surveys.
The ASO surveys provide periodic measurements of snow depth that define the
true distribution of snow across large mountain basins. Additionally, iSnobal fills
in the periods between ASO flights to provide a complete time series of snowpack
evolution. We hypothesize that the integration of the ASO lidar-derived snow depth
field into the iSnobal state variable data stream defines the true snow distribution
and therefore improves the ability of the snow model to predict the energy and mass
fluxes of the snowpack, similar to the findings of Brauchli et al. (2017) and Vögeli
et al. (2016). Though touched on in this methodological study, future work will test
this hypothesis in a more rigorous fashion.
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Figure 2.2: Exploded view of the workflow for the iSnobal modeling progression from initiation to delivery of model products to the ASO compute
team. This chart includes the process of updating the iSnobal model state
using the ASO lidar-derived snow depths.
In 2014, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Agricultural Research Service (ARS) Northwest Watershed Research Center (NWRC) in Boise, Idaho
began assimilating the ASO snow depth fields as a model state variable update to
iSnobal in near-real time. Figure 2.2 depicts the typical process for the initial model
setup and the subsequent re-initializations when the ASO snow depth measurements
become available. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first near-real time incorporation of high-resolution snow depths into the data stream of an energy balance
snow model.
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As a physically based, gridded snow model, iSnobal estimates snowpack properties
given particular spatial and temporal meteorological forcing data (Marks et al., 1999).
Designed to be computationally efficient while maintaining maximum portability, iSnobal explicitly solves the energy and mass balances at each grid cell over a digital
elevation model (DEM) grid, and therefore does not require site-specific calibration
within the model itself. All meteorological forcing surfaces are assembled outside
the model and adjustments are performed at the user’s discretion when producing
the spatial forcings required by the model. The original iSnobal design concept was
that the model should not make adjustments for limitations in available forcing data
(Marks & Dozier, 1992). Instead of being built into the snow model, the methods
used to develop the distributed forcing data surfaces are determined by any available weather station measurements, remote sensing data, or output from numerical
weather models.
iSnobal was originally designed to accommodate periodic inputs from satellite
or aircraft remote sensing data in the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) era
(Dozier, 1990). This design feature allows the model to be run forward to a time
when model initialization or state data are available, stopped and updated, and then
restarted. The ASO surveys provide unprecedented detail for the snow depth state
variable, which can be reset mid-year for a more accurate, updated estimate of snow
distribution, resulting in improved model predictions.
Studies assessing iSnobal across a range of snow environments and snow-dominated
basins are numerous in the literature. The temporal and spatial scales of various studies range from 0.015km2 over a 2.5m grid (Kormos et al., 2014a), 460km2 over a 75m
grid (Marks et al., 1999), 2150km2 over a 250m grid (Garen et al., 2001; Garen &
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Marks, 2005), 1180km2 over a 50m grid (this study), to 7000km2 over a 100mgrid
(Havens et al., 2015). Each of these assessment studies generated the required forcing
parameter grids using different methods and at different spatial resolutions determined by available computational resources and study objectives. From the above
listed studies, the increase in computational resources over the last 15 years is evident. By streamlining source code and taking advantage of multiprocessor computing
power, the recent upgrades to the modeling system represent a 200x increase in computational efficiency. This boost in efficiency allows the model to be run in near-real
time and errors in forcing data to be diagnosed in real time.
iSnobal can be implemented at any temporal resolution that can be supported
by the available spatial forcings, though Garen & Marks (2005) point out that the
selected temporal resolution must account for the diurnal cycle. In this work, hourly
meteorological station measurements are the basis for the forcing grids and, accordingly, iSnobal is run at an hourly resolution onward from the onset of each water
year (October 1st). As input, iSnobal requires spatially gridded interpolants derived
from point measurements of basic meteorological variables that are available from
most standard mountain weather stations in the Western U.S (Table 2.1). In addition, indirect forcing grids of vapor pressure, net shortwave radiation, percent cloud
cover, and incoming longwave radiation are computed through empirical relationships
(described in Section 2.3.2).
While iSnobal does not simulate below-ground hydrologic processes or streamflow, it does explicitly deal with both rain and snowfall as input precipitation. SW I
is defined as either rain on bare ground or melt/rain that exceeds the liquid water
holding capacity of the snowpack and drains through the snow to the ground sur-
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face. Percolation processes within the snowpack are not explicitly considered. The
results presented here represent simulations for complete water years (October 1 to
the following September 30), including both the wet and dry seasons.

Station Data
The six meteorological variables of air temperature (Ta ), wind speed (u) and direction
(udir ), relative humidity (RH), incoming solar radiation (Sin ), and accumulated precipitation (mpp ) are measured within or adjacent to the Tuolumne modeling domain
at hourly temporal resolution (refer to Section 2.2). In California, weather stations
are maintained by various cooperative agencies, and the data are collected and assembled by both the CDEC (http://cdec.water.ca.gov) and MesoWest (Horel et al.,
2002) (http://mesowest.utah.edu/). Table 2.1 lists the number of stations that measured these six meteorological variables throughout each of the four years presented
in this study. Since many stations occasionally went offline at various times throughout the simulation years, the reported number of stations represent the maximum
used throughout each complete water year. For instance, incoming solar radiation
measurements were only available at four stations over the latter half of water year
2016. The quality of iSnobal model results are directly influenced by the quality of
the point meteorological data used to create the spatial forcing grids. Additional
in-house quality assurance and control (QA/QC) is non-trivial and paramount for
preparing the most accurate possible forcing dataset over the model domain.
Hourly measurements of all variables from every available station are automatically downloaded each day to a local database maintained at the NWRC. Manual and
semi-automated QA/QC is performed on raw downloaded data to interpolate across
small data gaps and remove spikes. Precipitation data are adjusted using the APCP
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(Nayak et al., 2008), which fills gaps and removes spikes using a bias-limiting noise
reduction algorithm. The precipitation measurements are then adjusted for wind
undercatch using standardized equations for either shielded or unshielded gauges according to Yang et al. (1998), depending on each individual sensor. Methods for
dealing with raw station data are described in both Chapter 3 and Havens et al.
(2017). Agencies that manage stations in the Western United States often report
coordinates only to the tenth of a degree in latitude and longitude precision. Since
accurate station locations are crucial for producing forcing grids at 50 m resolution
over complex terrain, care has been taken to determine more precise coordinates.
In addition to the six available variables measured by automated weather stations,
two additional point variables must first be calculated using those available measurements. Vapor pressure (ea ) is determined from the Clausius-Clapeyron empirical
relationship at stations with measurements of air temperature and relative humidity. Fractional cloud cover (ccfrac ) is estimated from the ratio of measured incoming
shortwave radiation to calculated clear-sky irradiance at locations where incident solar radiation is measured, similar to the method presented by Susong et al. (1999).
A description of these data and the methods used in the creation of model forcing
inputs is available in an accompanying dataset (Hedrick et al., 2018b).
Table 2.2 details all of the generated snow properties and processes along with the
energy and mass inputs and outputs for a typical model time step. The fundamental
principles that iSnobal uses for calculating the snowcover energy and mass balance
are based upon relatively straightforward and thoroughly validated physical relationships. Therefore, when model estimates differ significantly from in situ measurements,
then all adjustments and corrections must be performed on the forcing data provided
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to the model. Any necessary adjustment or correction to spatially distributed forcing data (e.g. estimated cloud cover, incoming thermal radiation, the approximated
precipitation distribution, etc.) must occur prior to model initialization. Poor or
missing measurements may cause iSnobal to crash, so occasionally adjustments must
be made to interpolate over a span of hours during a simulation cycle.

Spatial Forcing Grids
The Spatial Modeling for Resources Framework (SMRF) is a tool for distributing
various point measurements over a regular grid for near real-time applications (Havens
et al., 2017). SMRF was developed in-house at the NWRC and the latest stable release
can be found at https://github.com/USDA-ARS-NWRC/smrf. The source code used
for this study (SMRF v0.3.0) can be found in a Zenodo software repository Hedrick
et al. (2018c).
Various methods exist for distributing point measurements of meteorological variables over large areas and complex terrain (Garen et al., 1994; Goovaerts, 2000; Livneh
et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2008). As a modular framework, SMRF permits the user to
decide which method is appropriate for distributing each particular parameter. For
instance, measured accumulated precipitation can be distributed in SMRF using either the DK or inverse distance weighting (IDW) methodologies.
Table 2.1 summarizes the various distributing methods that were used throughout all four water years. The most suitable interpolation method depends on the
meteorological variable being distributed. For instance, precipitation during storms
is often spatially inconsistent over large mountain basins and generally exhibits a
positive local elevation gradient (Lundquist et al., 2010). On the other hand, temperature typically displays a negative elevation lapse rate and is spatially continuous.
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File type

Variable

Description

Units

(a) Energy
inputs (all time
steps)

Ilw
Ta
ea
u
Tg
Sn

incoming longwave radiation
air temperature
vapor pressure
wind speed
soil temperature
net shortwave radiation

W / m2
◦
C
Pa
m/s
◦
C
W / m2

(b) Precipitation
inputs (only during
storms)

mpp
Psnow
ρns
Tpp

total precipitation mass
percent mass that fell as snow
new snow density
average precipitation temperature

kg / m2
0 – 1.0
kg / m3
◦
C

(c) iSnobal outputs
(previous time step)

zs
ρ
ms
h2 o
Ts0
Tsl
Ts
zsl
h2 osat

predicted snow depth
predicted average snow density
predicted specific mass of snow
predicted liquid water in snow
predicted active layer temperature
predicted lower layer temperature
predicted average snow temperature
predicted lower layer depth
predicted liquid water saturation

m
kg / m3
kg / m2
kg / m2
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
m
%

(d) Restart/Update
initialization (state
variables)

z
z0
zs
ρ
Ts0
Tsl
Ts
h2 osat

elevation
roughness length
ASO-updated snow depths
average snow density
active layer temperature
lower layer temperature
average snow temperature
liquid water saturation

m
m
m
kg / m3
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
%

Table 2.2: a) Hourly energy input forcing grids required by iSnobal. b)
Hourly mass input forcing grids that are only required when precipitation
is measured by one or more meteorological stations within the modeling
domain. c) Output grids of snow mass and temperature (energetics are
written into a separate file not shown here) from the time step prior to the
ASO snow depth update. d) Initialization grids for the iSnobal restart.
Highlighted variables in c) and d) indicate parameters that must be adjusted when incorporating the new snow depth measurements from the
ASO.
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These two variables require gridded interpolation methods that are appropriate for
representing the differing physical processes at work.
Forcing grids were constructed at a 50 m spatial and hourly temporal resolution.
In mountain basins it has been shown that the typical length-scale of hydrologic
variability is between 50–100 m (Deems et al., 2006; Pomeroy et al., 2006; Shook
& Gray, 1996; Trujillo et al., 2007; Winstral & Marks, 2014), particularly for windexposed terrain where snow redistribution dominates the snowpack spatial variability.
Therefore, at 50 m resolution, the model is expected to explicitly capture many of
the physical processes that control the spatial distribution of the snowpack.
A crucial energy input to iSnobal is net shortwave radiation (Sn ), which is the
difference between incoming (Sin ) and outgoing (Sout ) solar radiation. Sn is seldom
measured, but Sin is more often available. To estimate Sout , snow albedo (α) is
simulated based on the elapsed time since the last snowfall for each model pixel
and an assumed dust or debris content (Marks & Dozier, 1992; Marshall & Warren,
1987). Parameterizing surface albedo has been found to be difficult in mountainous
regions (Guan et al., 2013; Molotch, 2004). Since accurate in situ measurements of
snow albedo are only available at a few sites in the western United States, spatially
distributed estimates of surface reflectance add a significant source of uncertainty
into the model forcings. ASO is able to produce an albedo product from the onboard spectrometer and ongoing research is investigating the nontrivial problem of
assimilating the ASO albedo product into the model data stream. Since α is used to
derive Sn for each time step, it is not a state variable of iSnobal.
Clear-sky, terrain corrected solar radiation is computed from Dozier (1980) and
Essery & Marks (2007) using the ASO 50 m snow-free DEM grid. Canopy shading is
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computed from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) using methods described
by Link et al. (2004) and Essery et al. (2008). Incoming longwave radiation (ILW )
is rarely measured so it is modeled from a combination of empirical relationships of
clear-sky emissivity adjusted for terrain from Marks & Dozier (1979), and vegetation
canopy cover and estimated cloud cover from available Sin measurements similar to
Link & Marks (1999) and Reba et al. (2011a). Wind speeds are distributed using the
maximum upwind slope terrain parameter, Sx (Winstral et al., 2002), and methods
described by Winstral et al. (2009). The calculations of energy transfer between the
snow surface and the atmosphere used a surface roughness length of 1 mm for cells
below the canopy and 5 mm in forest openings and above treeline.
For this modeling exercise soil temperatures (Tg ) were set to a uniform −2.5◦ C
at a depth of 10 cm below the snow-soil interface, which is cold enough to allow the
initiation of the snowpack, but not so cold as to retain snow on the ground late in
the ablation season. Bair et al. (2018) showed that the ground temperatures at the
nearby Mammoth Mountain CUES study plot fluctuated around −0.5◦ C throughout the winter. Future studies will examine the impact of spatially and temporally
representative soil temperature approximations.
Precipitation is by far the most critical input parameter for any snow or hydrologic
model. Prior to model execution and through empirical relationships with the average
precipitation temperature (Tpp , approximated by the distributed dew point temperature), precipitation mass (mpp ) is parsed into percent snow versus rain (Psnow ) while
the density of new fallen snow (ρns ) is calculated on an individual storm basis. Storm
snow densification is computed similar to Table 1 in Marks et al. (1999), but is augmented in this work to consider compaction effects during storms from the changing
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overburden pressure. Before, during, and after the ASO snow depth acquisitions, the
precipitation distribution and phase are approximated based on the limited number
of precipitation measurement sites in and around the modeling domain. For these
stations we estimate the elevation trend and distribute the undercatch-adjusted precipitation volume and phase across the modeling domain. A storm event is defined
spatially and can extend either over all or a localized subset of the modeling domain.
Within an event region, precipitation phase varies according to dew point temperature, so each storm event can be spatially subdivided into rain, mixed phase, and
snow pixels for each storm hour. A more rigorous description of the computations
involved for all spatial forcing fields – both energetics and mass – is detailed in Havens
et al. (2017).
The primary objective of iSnobal in the context of ASO is to produce spatial snow
density estimates. The mechanisms within a snowpack that influence bulk density
are energy fluxes due to temperature gradients, liquid water content, compaction
due to overburden, and time since accumulation (Kojima, 1967). Previous versions
of iSnobal simply generalized the effects of temperature and overburden compaction
into an empirical formulation dependent only upon time. Recent modifications to
the model now permit distinct consideration of bulk compaction and temperature
metamorphism and are detailed in Marks et al. (2018). These modifications were
included in the model results presented in this work.

2.3.3

Modeling and Direct Insertion

Each year during the accumulation period (typically October–February), the process
of preparing data for running iSnobal begins with a thorough analysis of available
meteorological station data in order to update the meteorological database with any
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stations that may have come online or malfunctioned. After constructing the spatial
forcing grids described in Section 2.3.2, iSnobal is then executed from the previous
October 1, the beginning of the water year, up to the date of the first ASO flight.
ASO derives gridded estimates of SWE by multiplying the lidar-derived snow
depths and the snow density estimates given by iSnobal (Painter et al., 2016). This
study focuses on the methods for assimilating the measured ASO snow depths into
iSnobal and the effects of this integration on subsequent model results. Vögeli et al.
(2016) and Brauchli et al. (2017) demonstrated the value of redefining the spatial
snow depth distribution for input to a physically based model using remote sensing
information. Over the four water years presented here, a modified direct insertion
technique was developed to create the functional initialization files required to restart
iSnobal after each survey (Table 2.2d). We refer to the method as ’modified’ because
additional model state variables besides snow depth must be adapted to match the
spatial extent and depth of the snow cover measured by the ASO lidar surveys.
Four scenarios are possible when modeled snow depths from the previous day are
discarded in favor of the lidar-derived measurements. The first case is trivial, in which
both the ASO and the model agree that a cell is snow-free so no change is made to
the model states. The second scenario occurs when both the model and the ASO
agree that a cell is snow-covered but disagree on the height of the snow. In this case,
the ASO snow depth is inserted into the model, and the remaining state variables
(density, layer temperature, and liquid water content) are unchanged. A third case is
when iSnobal predicts a snow cover whereas the ASO measures a snow-free grid cell.
When such discrepancy occurs, all other state variables are changed to represent a
grid cell with no snow. On the other hand, it can be the case that the ASO measures
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snow and iSnobal has estimated the cell to be snow-free. In this fourth scenario, the
snow density, layer temperatures, and liquid water saturation must be interpolated
to match the perceived ASO snow cover.
To create reasonable values for each of the state variables that are required to
restart iSnobal – those highlighted in Table 2.2d – an expanding window is applied
where a minimum of 10 nearby snow-covered cells must be found before averaging
and moving on to the next cell. For these cells, the interpolated values are used
for the new initialization of the model (Table 2.2c, following time step) so that cells
with lidar-derived snow also contain estimates of bulk density, layer temperature,
and liquid water content. In this way we resolve fringe effects from the discrepancies
between model results and the remote sensing product in areas of patchy snow cover.
Even so, the vast majority of these discrepancies in spatial extent occur within low
elevation pixels that contain very little snow and therefore have a minimal effect on
the total basin water storage.

2.4

Results

Over the course of the 2012–2015 drought, snowfall in the Tuolumne Basin was substantially lower than average. The 2015 snowpack, in particular, was the lowest in
recorded history and determined to have the lowest April 1 SWE in over 500 years
through tree ring peak SWE reconstruction (Belmecheri et al., 2016). Water year
2016 provided some relief from the drought with a snowpack that was ≈85% of average. Some basic modeled hydrologic conditions derived by iSnobal during the study
period (2013–2016) are presented in Table 2.3. These metrics were derived from the
pre-processed precipitation forcing grids used as iSnobal input and described in Section 2.3.2. The average rain-snow transition elevation was determined by finding the
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Year

Snow proportion of
annual precipitation

Average rain-snow
transition elevation [m]

Peak
SWE date

Mean peak
SWE [mm]

2013
2014
2015
2016

83.0%
81.8%
71.3%
83.9%

2,016
1,918
2,394
1,828

Mar. 11
Apr. 6
Feb. 10
Mar. 22

323
253
124
557

Table 2.3: Hydrologic metrics derived from the precipitation model forcing
grids and the ASO-updated iSnobal SWE estimates.
hourly median elevation of the pixels that were designated as mixed phase during
each storm and computing a mass-weighted average over the water year.
The distribution of mountain SWE accumulation and ablation is governed by
elevation gradients, vegetation, aspect, and slope. To investigate the impact of the
ASO updates on the model, three elevation bands of the lowest 40%, middle 40%–70%,
and upper 30% of the basin area were delineated from the iSnobal results for 2013 to
2016 (Figure 2.3). The first ASO update adds SWE in the upper 30% of the basin in
each of the four years, possibly due to precipitation measurement stations at higher
elevations exhibiting greater undercatch than those at lower elevations (Rasmussen
et al., 2012). At the same time, the ASO updates throughout the ablation season
cause iSnobal to melt the snowpack earlier for elevations below 2,900 m. Also, it is
apparent that the lower 40% of the basin was rain-dominated in 2013–2015 since the
cumulative SW I curve is greater than the SWE curve throughout each full water
year. The average water year (2016) received a more substantial snowpack at lower
elevations. Above 2,700 m, which comprises 60% of the land area within the basin,
snow storage dominated the system in all four years for the primary accumulation
period of December through April.
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Figure 2.3: Basin-averaged iSnobal snow water equivalent (SWE) and surface water input (SW I) over three elevation bands for both the unmodified
and ASO-updated predictions. The three bands, delineated by area, reveal elevations most sensitive to direct insertion of the lidar-derived snow
depths. From the initial ASO update SWE is added at upper elevations
for all four years, while complete melt out occurs earlier at mid to lower
elevations.
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Figure 2.4: Spatial iSnobal SWE distribution both without the lidar update (i) and with (ii) the update applied for two surveys from water years
2014 and 2015, and the change in SWE resulting from the direct insertion of snow depths into the model. Inset areas (5.0 by 7.5 km) reveal
the enhanced detail of the change in modeled SWE distribution from the
ASO updates. The spatial distribution is most refined for the first update
of the year (update #1, top row) and results in a much larger change in
SWE than the updates later in the ablation season (update #2, bottom
row) which benefit from prior snow depth updates. Updates correspond
to those also shown in Figure 2.5.
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In order to more specifically detail the spatial effects of the ASO updates, two
individual updates were chosen from 2014 and 2015 that portrayed a large dynamic
range in the basin-averaged change in water storage (∆SWE) (Figure 2.4). The
March 23, 2014 update represented the largest positive ∆SWE (+40.8mm) from any
of the 36 updates applied over the study period, whereas the May 1, 2015 update had
a much smaller effect on the basin-averaged ∆SWE (−7.1mm). To delve into the
qualitative change in spatial distribution from the ASO updates, Figure 2.4 shows
the SWE from iSnobal alone, iSnobal with the ASO snow depth update, and ∆SWE
over the entire basin for the same two updates. Insets show the fine scale changes in
SWE distribution due to the snow depth update. Moreover, elevation lapse rates play
a large role in the DK algorithm for distributing precipitation. For that reason, more
refined equal area elevation bands were constructed to further assess how ∆SWE from
the ASO updates were distributed across elevations (Figure 2.5). For the first update
of 2014, the majority of the change was in the form of a net gain over the upper 50% of
the basin (bands 6–10). On the other hand, the May 1 update spreads the difference
across the middle elevations with negative changes in band 3 to band 8 and negligible
change in the lower 20% and a slight increase in SWE over the upper 20% of the basin.
Within some bands in Figure 5 the mean ∆SWE is not within the interquartile range
meaning that outliers are skewing the distribution. This occurs generally at lower
elevations where the sample size of pixels containing snow is relatively small and the
influence of outliers is more considerable.
A linear regression analysis was performed between the ASO-derived snow depths
from each flight and both the previously updated (for the second survey onwards)
and the ordinary non-updated iSnobal control runs. For each grid cell, the previously
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Figure 2.5: iSnobal change in SWE from two ASO updates delineated by
equal-area elevation bands. Each band (area ≈ 118km2 ) makes up 10% of
the total basin area. The y-axis of the box plot is the total change in
basin SWE resulting from the update, while the elevation bands depicted
at top are on the x-axis. Red circles show the mean ∆SWE contribution
per band, while box plots display ∆SWE distributions within bands. Note
the significant scale difference on the box plot vertical axes.
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updated iSnobal snow depth estimates were highly correlated with the new depths
from the subsequent ASO updates. However, the control run did not benefit from
the previously redefined depth distribution and was poorly correlated to the lidar
distribution.
Figure 2.6 shows the scatter plot of all grid cells within the basin along with the
fitted linear regressions for the seventh seasonal survey of 2015 on May 1 and the
same update portrayed in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. Up to that point in 2015 the
modeled snow depths never surpassed 1.5 m, but ASO measured depths as high as 4
m in a handful of pixels. At the same time, from the slope of the regression line for the
previously non-updated iSnobal results (red line) it is apparent that a large portion
of cells saw a decrease in depth from the update. Performing the same analysis on
all updates over the four-year study period clearly shows the influence of setting the
snowpack spatial distribution with the first update of each year (Figure 2.7). This
result is unsurprising since the DK method for distributing precipitation resolves the
elevational gradient, yet does not account for aspect, slope, and vegetation, which
are the most important controls on local scale variability. Also evident is that the r2
decreases occasionally throughout each year for even the updated model. We found
this to be caused by two likely factors. First, late season storms that occurred between
ASO surveys deposited snow preferentially, which was not accounted for by the DK
precipitation distribution. Second, the time duration between subsequent surveys
caused the model to drift further from the realistic distribution through uncertainties
in the energy balance. For the majority of the ASO survey dates, the r2 remained
above 0.9 throughout the melt, indicating that iSnobal performs best when provided
with a spatially representative snow depth distribution. The mean coefficient of
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determination when considering all 32 updates that had a previous update earlier in
the season was r2 = 0.889 with a mean RM SE of 12.5cm. This is a much higher
correlation than for those snow depth distributions that did not benefit from previous
ASO updates (r2 = 0.162, RM SE = 41.5cm).
The full basin-averaged iSnobal simulation results are depicted in Figure 2.8. The
timings of the ASO lidar surveys are indicated, and simulation results are shown with
and without the lidar-derived snow depth updates. In contrast with the elevationresolved SWE, differences in total basin results between iSnobal estimates with and
without the benefit of the ASO lidar updates are generally not large, but as shown
previously they are initially spatially erroneous. In other words, the amount of solid
precipitation input to the basin agrees with the ASO measurements, but the spatial
distribution used to force the model is more uniform and does not account for drift
and scour zones. Also shown are the SW I differences before and after adjustment.
As mentioned before, SW I includes both snowmelt and rain, and represents liquid
water input to the soil. Changes in year-end SW I magnitude are relatively small in
all years, with an increase of 14% in 2013, 2014 and 2015 decreasing 10% and 1%,
respectively, and 2016 gaining only around 1%.
As a result of the ASO depth updates, the timing of the SW I shifted earlier in
2015 by a few weeks between mid-March and mid-June. Similarly, modeled SW I
shifted slightly earlier in 2014, but the shift occurred later in the season and only
for the month of May. In 2013 and 2016, the SW I pulse was largely unchanged
in timing with the addition of the ASO updates. However, in 2013 the cumulative
SW I increased by approximately 80 mm due to the addition of mass from the last
three updates. The SWE and SW I curves for 2016 in Figure 2.8 display reflective
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ASO lidar-derived depth [m]

Update: May 1, 2015 (#7)
(n = 470,921 pixels)

Non-updated iSnobal
(r 2 = 0.12, RMSE = 24.9 cm)
Updated iSnobal
(r 2 = 0.92, RMSE = 7.3 cm)

iSnobal modeled depth [m]

Figure 2.6: Scatter plot of ASO snow depths and both iSnobal snow depths
with and without prior ASO updates for the 7th update of the 2015 water
year. With previous updates, the spatial distribution is accurately defined
and model estimates are highly statistically correlated to the ASO-derived
snow depths.
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Figure 2.8: Basin-averaged iSnobal model results for both the unmodified
predictions and the ASO-derived snow depth updates to the model state.
The blue line is SWE and red line is the cumulative SW I from either
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the estimated cumulative inflow to Hetch Hetchy Reservoir (courtesy of
the SFPUC). The dashed vertical lines represent the timing of each lidar
survey used to update the model.
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symmetry throughout the ablation season since very little spring or summer rain
occurred. In 2014 and 2015 substantial spring and summer rain took place after the
basin SWE was depleted by the end of June.

2.5

Discussion

The first operational season of the ASO (water year 2013) happened to be the second
year in what would eventually become a severe four-year drought. Not only was
precipitation scarce over the Sierra Nevada, but temperature during storms was also
above average resulting in reduced snowfall cold content. The ASO mission was
serendipitously timed to facilitate water cycle science and aid water managers in
their efforts to maintain reservoir levels during the California drought. The purpose
of the analysis presented here was to show the influence from periodically redefining
the spatial distribution of snow depth for a physically based snowmelt model. Over
all four years, the general net impact of the updates was to initially increase SWE in
the upper elevations from the first few updates, and subsequently reduce SWE and
melt the snowpack earlier in the middle to lower elevations as the ablation season
progressed (Figure 2.3). There are likely several reasons for this behavior, but we
believe two factors to be the primary causes.
First, during the winter accumulation period the distribution of precipitation mass
from point measurements to a regular grid partially resolved the snowfall elevation
gradient but was independent of local terrain and vegetation features. The resulting
distribution lacks snow drifts and scour zones, important features of mountain snowpacks that influence storm snow density. The resulting energy budget would add
uncertainty to estimates of early season melt before the first ASO survey. Additionally, correspondence with Hetch Hetchy Reservoir managers revealed that the actual
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precipitation undercatch for many of the gauges in and adjacent to the Tuolumne
Basin was larger than accounted for in our applied undercatch correction. Rigorous
future testing of these sites should evaluate this local knowledge and justify adjusting
the precipitation forcing estimates in addition to the gauge undercatch corrections
currently being used. Obvious elevational biases were introduced by the precipitation
distributing technique used in the pre-processing steps to run iSnobal (Figure 2.3,
Figure 2.4, and Figure 2.5). The DK technique effectively reduces bias in the distribution only when point measurements are unbiased themselves. This is because
the DK algorithm forces grid cells containing measurement stations to retain those
values after the interpolation has been fit. However, the undercatch bias of low elevation measurement sites causes the slope of the precipitation elevational gradient to
be reduced.
Second, the acceleration of the spring melt evident from the late season ASO
updates could be a result of a lack of proper parameterization of net all-wave radiation.
Thermal radiation is altered due to increased sensible heat in areas of patchy snow
covers because of advection from exposed rock and soil (Olyphant & Isard, 1988;
Pomeroy & Brun, 2001), which the ASO data is able to capture and iSnobal does not
specifically account for. Without ASO depth updates, the modeled snow cover is more
uniform and the model is unable to account for this increase in energy. Furthermore,
net shortwave radiation input to iSnobal is a function of gridded spectral albedo,
which is calculated from an empirical relationship (Marshall & Warren, 1987) and
adjusted for litter accumulation on the snow surface (Hardy et al., 2004). The albedo
decay function used here could lead to a miscalculation of net solar radiation, but we
are not able to speculate whether modeled albedo is too high or too low, given that
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albedo is not measured in the basin. In water years 2013 and 2016 the model melted
snow faster than ASO (individual updates added SWE late in the season) and in 2014
melted slower (updates removed SWE). Water year 2015 had no discernable trend in
the updates themselves, but the updated modeled SWE melted much faster than the
case without updates. Future work using the ASO-derived vegetation information
and spectral albedo measurements could lead to a new parameterization and more
accurate melt timing.
The ASO flights quantify the structure of the spatial distribution of the snowpack, thereby reducing the uncertainty introduced by the more uniform precipitation
distribution (Table 2.2b) determined through DK. Figure 2.4 depicts the SWE distributions both before and after two updates in water years 2014 and 2015, along with
the ∆SWE produced by each update. The first update of 2014 added a substantial
amount of SWE to the basin, while the seventh update of 2015 had a much smaller
effect on the storage. This demonstrates that by the time of the seventh update, the
spatial variability of the snowpack was already captured by the previous six ASO
acquisitions and the uncertainty due to the pre-processing step of distributing precipitation from point measurements was reduced considerably. Earlier ASO acquisitions
in the accumulation season would also be able to characterize the actual distribution
of individual snowfall events replacing the more uniform DK point to grid distribution, though this would be challenging due to the rapid densification of new snow and
sensitivity to estimated new snow density. However, it is clear that regular updates
reduce divergence in simulated SWE distributions when large storms occur across the
basin.
Examining the modeled spatial distribution of snow depths over time with respect
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to each ASO-derived distribution verifies that the snow depth updates improve model
performance. The modeled depths shown in Figure 2.6 are highly correlated to the
ASO depths only when previous updates have redefined the spatial distribution. This
redefinition of the snowpack distribution alters the model energetics and the resulting
modeled SW I to the soil interface. The high correlations for the previously updated
iSnobal estimates to the ASO depths continues throughout the year (Figure 2.7), indicating that the spatial extent of the updated model depths tend to be consistent with
the ASO measured snow depths through the final survey of each year. However, the
r2 drops markedly to ≈ 0.8 for flights that occurred either after large storms or after
greater than three weeks had passed since the prior update. For instance, snowfall
events occurred in May for both 2014 and 2015, and a dip in the correlation coefficient
can be seen with the updated depths for those years in Figure 2.7. While iSnobal
without updates accurately simulates total basin SWE magnitude, this indicates that
ASO snow depths are critical for correcting the spatial pattern of snow accumulation.
In contrast, iSnobal models melt quite well in the absence of late season storms.
Direct insertion data assimilation (DA) is not usually considered to be a robust
technique since model fidelity is sacrificed and error in the assimilated measurement
is ignored. A firm understanding of the relative model and lidar uncertainty must
be known in order to employ other DA methods such as variational ensemble filter
techniques (Auvinen et al., 2010; Houser et al., 2012; Miller et al., 1994). Running
iSnobal in a near-real time prediction setting along with computational constraints
make it currently impossible to perform robust error analysis using typical ensemble
or Monte Carlo methods. Furthermore, studies are numerous in the literature that
use point measurements to evaluate gridded model predictions. Though meteorolog-
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ical measurements from cooperator stations and the SNOw TELemetry (SNOTEL)
network maintained by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
were designed to collect data that most closely represents the local physiography, they
have been shown to be biased toward more sheltered sites and can be unrepresentative
of the average conditions over an entire grid cell (Molotch & Bales, 2005).
The ASO lidar measurements, typical of any remote sensing platform, include
a certain amount of uncertainty. Previous studies estimated uncertainties of lidarderived snow depths between 15–30 cm using in situ measurement transects (Deems
& Painter, 2006; Tinkham et al., 2014), but these studies were hampered by older
lidar technology and GPS co-registration errors. Systematic errors can be introduced
by GPS timing, the inertial measurement unit, or in post-processing procedures.
However, the snow depth product at the 3 m grid resolution possesses less accuracy
across the study area than the 50 m product used for iSnobal direct insertion. For
instance, the uncertainty in snow depth for the 3 m ASO snow depth product is ±8
cm (16 cm RMSD) (Painter et al., 2016). For that same survey flight, the average
uncertainty over a 50 m pixel (made up of ≈278 3 m cells) is approximately ±0.5 cm
under the assumption of limited bias within the 50×50 m area of each grid cell.
Nevertheless, the major assumption being made in order to use the direct insertion
DA method is that the lidar-derived snow depths are the truth and all uncertainty
stems from the modeled SWE estimates when density is unchanged. Deeper snowpacks exhibit higher densities from compaction due to overburden (Sturm et al., 2010),
so iSnobal ’s density algorithm was reformulated to address this process (Marks et al.,
2018). The model densifies pixels that receive any additional snow from the ASO
update over the course of the next few model time steps. However, an example of
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the limitations of direct insertion DA is evident for water year 2014 in Figure 8. If a
more robust DA technique that considered error in ASO snow depths was employed,
the sharp increase in SWE magnitude for the first ASO update would perhaps be less
abrupt.
Errors in both the lidar processing chain as well as in the model forcing data can
be difficult to diagnose in near-real time and are often only apparent in hindsight
after subsequent updates, which is not possible within the operational ASO mission
structure. In the future, for purposes of modeled SWE accuracy, a filtering mechanism
will be developed to locate regions in the lidar snow depth product that depart from
previous ASO surveys in ways that are not consistent with measured or modeled
precipitation.
The basin-averaged SWE and cumulative SW I as a function of time for all four
water years (Figure 2.8) reveal model shortcomings that will be addressed in future
near-real time applications. For 2013 and 2014, the cumulative SW I was altered
after the inclusion of the updates. The causes for this are large abrupt changes in
SWE storage during the ablation period. When ASO added SWE in updates #4
and #5 of 2013, the total amount of available melt water was suddenly increased. In
2014, updates #3, #4, #6, and #7 decreased the SWE storage and available melt
water by a combined nearly 80 mm, which is evident in the decreased cumulative
SW I. A solution to these discrepancies could be more accurate parameterizations
of the processes that influence melt, such as albedo decay rates or thermal radiation
from snow-free surfaces in areas of patchy snow cover. However, getting the correct
precipitation mass into the basin, as either rain or snow, would have the largest
impact on cumulative SW I.
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The difference between the cumulative SW I (red lines) and inflow to the Hetch
Hetchy Reservoir (black line) is the residual to the hydrologic water balance of this
basin, which is defined as the sum of total annual ET and ground water losses. Henn
et al. (2018b) estimated ET over the ablation period in 2013, 2014, and 2015 to be 168
mm, 161 mm, and 191 mm, respectively, with 2016 not considered. The disagreement
of those findings with the residuals in Figure 2.8 are likely due to precipitation inputs
to iSnobal, causing the abrupt changes in modeled SWE described above. ASO is
able to adjust the modeled SWE but not precipitation that falls as rain, which can
be up to a third of the precipitation input annually.
The metrics presented in Table 2.3 show that many aspects of the basin hydrology
were adversely affected by the severe snow drought year of 2015. During this year, far
more precipitation fell as rain, the average rain-snow transition elevation was higher,
and the date of peak SWE was much earlier. Such analyses of the spatial sensitivities
of a snowpack are made possible with the use of a high resolution distributed snow
model such as iSnobal. Additionally, the ASO proved to be most critical in 2015 given
that the model without ASO updates was in diminished agreement. The integration
of modeling and remote sensing is far more effective and powerful than either on its
own.
The Tuolumne Basin hypsometry is unusual due to the steepness of the lower
Tuolumne valley. Small changes in rain snow transition elevation can have large
effects on snowpack water storage. The annual cumulative SW I for 2015 (Figure 2.8)
was close to 2013 levels and actually higher than 2014 due to monsoonal rainfall in
May and June, yet the peak SWE volume was one-third and one-half of those years,
respectively. Consequently, a large contributor to the catastrophic snow drought of
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2015 was the 566 m average upward shift in the rain-snow transition elevation from
that of a relatively normal year of 2016 (Table 2.3). The second column of Table 2.3
shows a decrease in annual phase proportion of snowfall of approximately 12-13%
in 2015 from the remaining water years and was likely a contributing factor to the
historically meager snowpack. A detailed analysis of the rain-snow transition elevation
in the Tuolumne Basin will be addressed in a following study.

2.6

Conclusions

The mountain snow cover is heterogeneously distributed across a complex landscape
(Jost et al., 2007; Lehning et al., 2011) and is notoriously difficult to characterize.
With ASO, the approximated and more uniform modeled snow distribution can be
replaced with observations from the airborne lidar. While the total basin storage is
not drastically changed by the lidar snow depths, the snow covered area, timing of
melt, and the hydrologic system is affected by the redefined snow distribution. The
integration of modeling and remote sensing in the ASO program provides a unique
opportunity to quantify the volume of water stored in the seasonal snow cover of a
large mountain basin. It can also provide a reliable definition of how that SWE is
distributed across the basin and show the timing and pattern of surface water input
at the snow-soil interface.
Explicitly redefining the spatial snowpack distribution had a similar net effect on
the available water from the basin for all four years between 2013–2016. Each winter
the first update to the near-real time iSnobal predictions using the ASO lidar-derived
snow depths increased the basin averaged SWE estimates at high elevations (above
3000 m) where wind redistribution is a major factor, while the subsequent updates
throughout the melt season resulted in earlier melt out dates for elevations below 3000
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m. The time-series of ASO overflights provide the first detailed definition of snow distribution and how that distribution changes throughout the snow season. Integration
of these into the iSnobal data stream shows us that the first ASO update represents
the largest adjustment because it defines the basic distribution. Subsequent updates
generally involve much smaller adjustments but are equally important because they
define the effect of additional deposition on the snow distribution and validation and
adjustment as snowcover depletion progresses during the snow season.
From spatiotemporal analysis of the updated iSnobal SWE product over the four
study years, we were able to explicitly derive the average rain-snow transition on a
storm-by-storm basis. In 2015, the Tuolumne Basin experienced a reduction of almost
13% in the snow to rain precipitation ratio and a mean upward shift in rain-snow
transition elevation of 566 m from the average snowpack year of 2016 (Table 2.3).
Future work will include perturbed forcing grids for executing ensemble iSnobal
runs in order to better understand model uncertainty. Also, in basins with highly
suspect or a complete lack of station measurements, gridded forcing data from sources
such as the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Application (MERRA),
the North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS), or the High-Resolution
Rapid Refresh (HRRR) forecast must be downscaled to the iSnobal /ASO resolution,
which will require extensive validation. Likewise, total error propagation (TEP) techniques are being developed by the ASO team to provide a more rigorous uncertainty
estimate for the lidar-derived snow depths, the simulated SWE and SW I, and the
integrated remote sensing and snow modeling result. With a better understanding of
the uncertainty for both the model and the remote sensing measurements, we may
move forward with an improved integration of the ASO snow depths into iSnobal
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leading to a more effective overall ASO product.
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CHAPTER 3:
REPRODUCIBLE GRIDDED FORCING DATA
FOR A PHYSICALLY BASED SNOW MODEL
THROUGHOUT HISTORIC DROUGHT
CONDITIONS IN CALIFORNIA (2013–2016)
Abstract
Over a four-year period (2013–2016), meteorological station data were used to force
simulations of the spatially distributed iSnobal snow model over the Tuolumne River
Basin in the California Sierra Nevada. The simulations coincided with multitemporal
airborne lidar surveys conducted by the NASA Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO).
This paper describes the quality control techniques that were applied to produce the
hourly meteorological input time series necessary for a high-resolution energy balance
snow model. The meteorological data were downloaded in real time from the California Data Exchange Center (CDEC) and MesoWest. These data included hourly
measurements of air temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and precipitation along
with derived estimates of vapor pressure and percent cloud cover. The data were rigorously quality controlled with spurious or improbable measurements removed and
missing data interpolated in some cases. This paper explains the only subjective and
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non-reproducible component of the entire modeling stream; from point measurement
to gridded snowpack state product. An example application is presented that details
how hourly iSnobal spatial forcing data were constructed from cleaned station measurements in an entirely reproducible manner. Since four years of distributed spatial
inputs to the iSnobal snow model ultimately result in approximately 3.3 terrabytes
of disk storage and are not easily shared with other researchers, the software and
configuration files used to produce them are supplied within a Docker container in
a separate software repository. Once distributed, the high-resolution gridded forcing
dataset is ideal for forcing other energy balance models and validating climate models
over complex topography.

3.1

Introduction

Over the last decade, a focused effort has been put forth to make meteorological
datasets more available to the mountain hydrology research community (Godsey
et al., 2018; Kormos et al., 2014b, 2017b, 2018; Lundquist et al., 2016; Reba et al.,
2011a). It is increasingly difficult for an experiment to be deemed impactful without the accompanying data from which study conclusions are drawn. Data transparency is crucial for maintaining scientific integrity in this new era of big data and
distributed computing. In addition, easily accessible data creates opportunities for
more open collaboration between colleagues, intercomparison between studies and
facilitates cross-disciplinary research.
The primary aim of this data summary paper is to provide a context for the extent
of manual quality control (QC) that must be performed on point measurements in a
non-research mountain basin with a sparse measurement network in order to produce
near-real time forcing data for a gridded physically based snow model. A secondary
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objective is to show an example of an approach for producing the meteorological forcing grids from the point data, after undergoing QC, that is completely reproducible
using recent advancements in operating-system-level virtualization (e.g. Docker).
Energy and mass balance models require accurate representations of meteorological variables in order to satisfy model physics and produce reasonable results. The
standard set of variables required by a typical physically based model include air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, incoming solar radiation,
and precipitation mass. Each of these variables can also be simulated using land surface models and climate reanalysis datasets (Daly et al., 1994; Gelaro et al., 2017; Xia
et al., 2012), but the coarseness of such model products are unable to capture the gradients present in complex high elevation terrain (Henn et al., 2018a; Strachan et al.,
2016). Therefore, the modeling carried out in support of ASO in the Sierra Nevada has
been forced using direct measurements from in situ meteorological stations. Numerous studies have shown that station measurements can be effectively used as forcing
input to high resolution (<100 m grid resolution) snow models (Hedrick et al., 2018a;
Kormos et al., 2014a; Winstral et al., 2013).
Weather stations are sparse in the majority of snow-dominated mountain basins
in the Western United States. Measurement sites are often located in wind protected,
largely unrepresentative forest clearings at or just above the local rain-snow transition elevation (Molotch & Bales, 2005). Accurately estimating elevation lapse rates
with a sparse network for temperature and precipitation thus remains a challenge for
the modeling community. Scientific simulation studies often use one or only a few
measurement sites and a predetermined elevation lapse rate to derive spatial forcing
fields over the study basin (Winstral et al., 2014). By using all available weather sta-
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tion information, rather than relying on a single well-maintained research site, a more
accurate spatial representation of meteorological conditions can be achieved. At the
same time, a sparse station network over a large area poses difficulties for maintenance
and upkeep of sites and sensors, often prompting dubious measurements. Therefore,
the QC process that is described within this paper is necessary when forcing a physically based model with station measurements.
The original modeling application of this dataset was in support of the NASA-JPL
ASO, which consists of a coupled airborne lidar and spectrometer currently flying onboard a King Air A90 aircraft (Painter et al., 2016). ASO measures snow depth and
reflectance throughout the winter accumulation and spring melt over complex mountain terrain. With snow depths characterized at 3 m resolution and then coarsened
to 50 m resolution over a large basin, the density of the snowpack must then be modeled to provide a snow water equivalent (SWE) product to interested stakeholders
downstream. The snow density component of the ASO product is estimated using
the iSnobal physically based gridded snow model (Marks et al., 1999). The process
of running iSnobal in near-real time and incorporating the ASO-derived snow depths
back into the model over the Tuolumne River Basin in California for years 2013 to
2016 is described in Hedrick et al. (2018a). The dataset presented here contains all of
the forcing measurements required by iSnobal, which are described in detail by Marks
& Dozier (1992).
For the application presented in Section 3.5, the model is executed at a 50 m
spatial and hourly temporal resolution, which results in computer disk storage for
the meteorological forcing fields over the Tuolumne Basin of ≈670 gigabytes per year.
Forcing fields are produced from the input station meteorological data within the
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Spatial Modeling for Resources Framework (SMRF) (Havens et al., 2017). The techniques used to distribute the meteorological variables measured at individual weather
stations are based on subjective decisions made by the modeler and the interpolated
model forcing grids must be considered modeled estimates themselves. Therefore,
the Tuolumne Basin data presented here include only the point measurements both
before and after QC, the static grids containing elevation and vegetation information,
the periodic ASO 50 m snow depth products used for the model updating, and model
configuration files used to produce the results presented in Hedrick et al. (2018a).
The dataset is available in a public data repository (Hedrick et al., 2018b), while
a snap shot of the software used to produce the iSnobal forcing grids are available
in a separate Git-controlled software repository (Hedrick et al., 2018c). This novel
approach for supplying the model software in addition to the edited meteorological
measurements necessary to entirely reproduce model forcing data is a significant step
forward for data transparency in the hydrologic sciences. At the same time, we recognize that more efficient methods to disseminate similarly large forcing datasets may
be devised in the future.
Data records for individual weather stations in the Tuolumne River Basin were
rarely temporally continuous throughout all four years due to sensor malfunction and
degradation. However, the data presented here are our best estimates of the actual
hydrometeorological conditions across the watershed from 2013 to 2016, and can be
used to force other hydrologic models or to validate climate models.
The remainder of this data summary is organized in the following manner. Section 3.2 presents a brief overview of the Tuolumne Basin. Section 3.3.1 describes
the QC used to arrive at the model-ready vector data for each measured meteoro-
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logical variable. Section 3.4 presents the ASO snow depth rasters for all 36 flights
and outgoing daily observed streamflow estimates over the four-year period. Section 3.5 presents an example application where the iSnobal snow model was forced
with the data in a completely reproducible manner using the software and dataset
openly available from the Zenodo data repository and software library. Section 3.6
describes the availability of the dataset and software. Lastly, Section 3.7 is a short
overview of the data and discusses the next steps for reproducible quasi-operational
hydrology models.

3.2

Site Description

The ASO science definition team chose the Tuolumne River Basin in California’s
Sierra Nevada (Figure 3.1) to be the initial test basin for the application of airborne
surveys for snow depth retrieval at high-resolution. The Tuolumne Basin is a large,
snow-dominated, high altitude watershed that is the largest source of fresh water
and hydropower for the city and county of San Francisco. Due to its hydrologic
significance, the basin has been the subject of numerous scientific studies (Henn
et al., 2015; Lundquist et al., 2005; Rice et al., 2011). The basin area is 1181km2
and the elevation ranges from 1150 to 3999 m.a.s.l. (meters above sea level) with a
mean elevation of 2715 m.a.s.l. The basin hypsometry is somewhat unique in that
elevations between 1150 and 2000 m account for only 10% of the total area, due to
the steepness of the Tuolumne River Canyon, and over 80% of the basin is above
2400 m (Figure 3.1). With the station elevations plotted on the hypsometric curve
it is evident that the upper 30% of the basin is not represented by in-situ snow
measurements. Thus, the ASO snow depth measurements are crucial for estimating
snowfall totals in the upper elevations of the basin.
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Figure 3.1: Location and relief map of the Tuolumne River Basin above
Hetch Hetchy Reservoir within the U.S. State of California. Locations
of the stations with measurements presented in this dataset are depicted,
along with their site codes according to the CDEC. The lowest elevation
within the basin boundary is 1150 m.a.s.l. at Hetch Hetchy Reservoir just
adjacent to the HEM weather station. To the right is the basin hypsometric curve and elevations of all 23 stations included in this dataset.
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Elevation is the dominant control on vegetation in the basin. Precipitation is
largely diminished along a northwest to southeast gradient due to a rain shadow
effect. The high granitic ridges within the Emigrant Wilderness on the northwestern boundary of Yosemite National Park and the Clark Range that separates the
Tuolumne and Merced River Basins to the southwest act as barriers to moisture flowing east from the Pacific Ocean (Feld et al., 2013). From 2004–2017 the annual mean
precipitation at the Gianelli Meadow (CDEC site code GNL) site to the northwest of
the basin was 1477 mm, while the Tuolumne Meadow (TUM) site in the southeast
of the basin received 764 mm and the Ellery Lake (ERY) site on the east side of the
Sierra crest received 494 mm annually. The basin exhibits a Mediterranean climate
with the vast majority of precipitation falling between November and June and peak
SWE occurring between March and May.

3.3

Meteorological Data

Due to the entirety of the basin lying within the Yosemite Wilderness, the Tuolumne
Basin is sparsely instrumented. Many of the monitoring stations lie just within or adjacent to the Wilderness boundary and are not easily accessed for regular instrument
maintenance. Automated approaches for meteorological data QC that are commonly
used in better-instrumented study basins (Landry et al., 2014; Marty & Meister, 2012;
Morin et al., 2012; Rothwell et al., 2016; Slaughter et al., 2001) were not appropriate
for the Tuolumne’s sparse measurement network. Instead, the dataset presented here
is comprised of manually cleaned hourly measurements where meticulous detail was
used to maintain temporal continuity.
Point measurements of air temperature, wind speed and direction, precipitation,
vapor pressure computed from relative humidity, and cloud cover fraction derived
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from incoming shortwave irradiance are presented in this dataset. Data were automatically downloaded through the CDEC and MesoWest (Horel et al., 2002) APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) every six hours to a local Structured Query
Language (SQL) database server hosted at the NWRC. Station locations reported by
CDEC and MesoWest are often hundreds of meters away from the actual sensor sites,
so significant effort was put forth to locate actual coordinates and elevations. These
updated locations can be found in Figure 3.2 as well as in the included metadata
files. Though the data are preliminarily quality controlled by CDEC and MesoWest,
a more rigorous procedure is necessary for use in a hydrologic modeling application.
The effect of the QC performed by the NWRC is shown in Figure 3.3, with level 1
(L-1) data being the initially downloaded data and level 2 (L-2) the final model-ready
product. Of the six measurement variables in this dataset, four (air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction) are more straightforward to clean
and smooth. The approach presented below could be feasibly be applied in a nearly
fully-automated fashion, with limited human intervention. However, the other two
variables (precipitation and incoming solar radiation) require substantially more intervention based on user-subjective decisions. The procedures for QC vary for each
meteorological variable and are described in the following sections in detail.

3.3.1

Air Temperature and Humidity

With 23 individual stations measuring air temperature (Ta ) at some point over the
four years presented here (2013–2016) (Figure 3.2), it is the most common measurement in the Tuolumne modeling domain. An automated procedure could be used to
remove the majority of the poor measurements. To smooth noisy data, the MATLAB smoothn function was used. The function employs an iterative spline smoothing
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algorithm with various options for how to handle time series data (Garcia, 2010).
Through a series of trial and error, the smoothing parameter was set to 0.5 in order
to not over or under smooth the data (Figure 3.3a). Additionally, any time periods
with missing data were filled using 1-D interpolation. The maximum size of the data
gap to interpolate over was set to 6 consecutive hours or less in order to capture
diurnal fluctuations in temperature. Any gaps greater than 6 hours were designated
as no data.
Relative humidity (RH) measurements were available at a total of 12 sites over
the period of record, all of which were co-located with Ta sensors. Hourly RH data
are used for determining precipitation phase and vapor pressure, which are two crucial
inputs to most energy balance models. Strong diurnal fluctuations were observed for
many of the site locations due to the large daily fluctuations in Ta (Figure 3.3a-b)
typical of mountain environments. RH was capped at 100% and cross-referenced
with measured precipitation events in the basin. In some rare cases sensors reported
RH < 5%, which would result in extremely low vapor pressures and model instability.
Therefore, these hours were removed and interpolated over if less than 6 consecutive
hours. Since RH and Ta are typically measured by a coupled sensor, the data gaps
were mostly coincident. Therefore, the same smoothing algorithm and smoothing
parameter that was used for Ta was used for RH in order to maintain consistency.
iSnobal does not require direct measurements of relative humidity. Instead, vapor
pressure (ea ) was derived from RH using the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship and is
provided in this dataset in units of pascals. RH can easily be back-calculated from
Ta and ea , if deemed necessary for other applications.
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Figure 3.3: Level 1 (L-1) data and smoothed level 2 (L-2) results at the
Crane Flat Lookout weather station for the five basic weather measurements plus the derived cloud factor variable over a 20-day period in early
2015. These measurements include a) air temperature, b) relative humidity (back-calculated from vapor pressure), c) wind speed and direction, d)
incoming shortwave radiation, e) derived cloud factor, and f ) precipitation. This time period depicts a warm, wet mid-winter precipitation event
moving across the Tuolumne Basin.
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3.3.2

Wind

Measurements of wind speed (u) and direction (udir ) are notoriously difficult in mountainous, snow-dominated terrain. Wind data from stations in the Tuolumne were
often unavailable during winter storms due to rime build-up on sensors. Sites would
also go offline midwinter due to malfunctions and not be available again until technicians could visit for repairs in the summer. Figure 3.2 shows that a total of eight
stations were equipped to measure wind over the 2013–2016 time period, with four
stations positioned in sheltered forest openings (DAN, DDM, GIN, and WHW) and
the other four in exposed locations (CFL, ERY, KO57, and SLI). In order to correct udir , measurements were separated into their vector components before being
smoothed, then converted back into 0◦ –360◦ directions (Figure 3.3c). The smoothing
parameter was once again set to 0.5 and the wind speeds and directions were interpolated over a maximum of 10 consecutive hours without data to ensure temporal
continuity. An interpolating window of this size was used because providing at least
one wind estimate was necessary and there were a handful of time periods over the
four years where only one site was reporting data.
Also included in this dataset are the distributedMAXimum Upwind Slope (MAXUS)
parameters for 72 individual wind directions derived over the 50 m DEM using a search
vector length (dmax ) of 500 m (described in detail by Winstral & Marks (2002)). Also
known as the Sx terrain parameter, MAXUS describes the degree to which a pixel is
topographically exposed or sheltered as a function of upwind direction. The hourly
value of MAXUS in each pixel is used to scale spatially distributed wind speeds, using relationships developed in other snow-dominated watersheds across the Western
United States (Winstral et al., 2009). These scaled wind speeds are then used to
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compute turbulent fluxes over the model domain. In addition, various studies have
shown that MAXUS can also be used to distribute precipitation by making use of
empirically-derived relationships (Kormos et al., 2014a; Winstral et al., 2013; Winstral & Marks, 2002). However, Grünewald et al. (2013) points out that statistically
based relationships between snow accumulation and wind speed derived in one basin
can be difficult to transfer to another basin. For this reason, the example modeling application presented in Section 3.5 only used the MAXUS parameter for the
turbulent transfer calculations.

3.3.3

Incoming Shortwave Irradiance

Typically, solar irradiance, Sin , is the rarest meteorologic measurement found at remote automated weather stations. At the same time, it is the most cumbersome
variable to QC, requiring significant human intervention. Over the period of record
for this dataset, seven stations in or adjacent to the Tuolumne Basin were equipped
with pyranometers to measure Sin (W/m2 ). However, only 48.7% of all possible
station hours over the four-year period provided a measurement, highlighting the
difficulty of determining net radiation fluxes in sparsely gauged basins.
All stations presented here reported no data for nighttime hours when Sin = 0
W/m2 . To retain as many measurements as possible, these data gaps were set to
zero and smoothed (smoothing parameter = 0.5). Any negative values after smoothing were then set to zero and any hours reporting zero during daylight hours were
manually removed through visual inspection (Figure 3.3d). From the data it was
evident that the TGC site became shaded between November 9 and February 1 of
each year, due to the site’s location in the bottom of a steep canyon, so that station
was discarded for those time periods.
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Since sensor quality varies significantly between stations and calibration in the
Tuolumne is not carried out as rigorously as in a closely monitored research basin, a
more robust method of estimating actual Sin was necessary. For example, the TGC
site consistently reported maximum daily irradiance measurements that were only
40% of those measured at the WHW site located 8 km to the south. To overcome
such discrepancies we used the solution originally described by Dubayah (1994) and
later expanded on by Susong et al. (1999) and Reba et al. (2011b). This approach uses
station measurements as a scaling factor for the estimated topographically corrected
clear sky incoming shortwave irradiance, Sclearsky . The modeled Sclearsky product is a
function of the latitude, longitude, and elevation of the site, hour of the year, and the
surrounding terrain and vegetation (Dozier, 1980). A dimensionless ’cloud factor’ or
cloud cover fraction, ccf rac , is then computed as the ratio

ccf rac = Sin /Sclearsky .

(3.1)

The amplitude of the modeled daily maximum Sclearsky is temporarily scaled to approximately match the maximum amplitude of the station measurements over a userdetermined time period where actual clear skies were observed (typically no more
than two months for this application). This scaling limits the range of values to
ccf rac ∈ [0, 1]. Since sensor noise is a higher proportion of the measured irradiance
magnitude around dawn and dusk, we calculated a daily ccf rac from each 24-hour
irradiance ratio, resulting in a stepped product (Figure 3.3e). The 24-hour stepped
values required a different smoothing approach to derive a more continuous representation of cloud cover. The same iterative spline smoothing algorithm described
before was used, but this time with a Cauchy weighting function with a termination
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tolerance of 1 × 10−4 and a maximum number of 100 iterations. The weighting functions are described more thoroughly in Appendix B of Garcia (2010). The reason for
this robust smoothing is to more accurately account for changes in cloud cover over
nighttime hours when Sin = 0 W m−2 (see Figure 3.3e).
Using the product of ccf rac and Sclearsky as surrogates for measured Sin adds
robustness among stations that report varying irradiance magnitudes due to sensor
type and integrating wavelengths. The two primary ways that the iSnobal modeling
framework uses point estimates of ccf rac are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3.4

Precipitation

Measurements of precipitation mass, mpp , that fell as either rain or snow were made
by a total of 15 stations over the time period (Figure 3.2). mpp is the most important
variable in any hydrology model since it represents the primary source water inputs
to the system. Automated sensors store precipitation totals as a cumulative depth of
water where the initial quality of the data is dependent on the hosting agency. Some
factors affecting the measurements include (1) bucket dump and recharge, which
occurs when technicians visit sites to drain and refill the bucket with propylene glycol
or anti-freeze, (2) signal noise due to diurnal temperature fluctuations in weighing
gauge devices, and (3) capping of the bucket orifice due to heavy snowfall. The first
two factors can be mitigated through methods such as the APCP (Nayak et al., 2008),
but the third is a more insidious problem requiring rigorous manual investigation.
For this dataset the cumulative precipitation was differenced to provide hourly
instantaneous precipitation (Figure 3.3f, Figure 3.4). The presented values are not
wind undercatch-corrected, which is performed in a SMRF routine at a later step,
but the data are corrected for bucket recharge and signal noise using the APCP. To
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Figure 3.4:
from02/20
three stations
in the02/26
same vicinity
for a 16-day period in February 2016. An approximately 32-hour storm
began on February 18th and was captured across all three sites. In a), the
DDM site experienced significant noise after the storm due to large diurnal
fluctuations that were not adequately filtered by the chosen parameters in
the APCP. The precipitation gauge at the LVT site (b) was likely capped
from the snowfall event, and melted into the gauge two days afterwards.
The LVM site (c) reported acceptable measurements throughout the time
period. The capped measurements in (b) give a false depiction of the
storm characteristics, and should be removed to limit bias in the resulting
distributed precipitation grid.
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remove instances when the bucket became capped, manual intervention was required.
This was done by comparing the accumulation signals of nearby sensors to determine
if storms should have been detected (Figure 3.4). If so, those data were removed from
the stations regarded as capped, so that the distributed precipitation was not biased
low during the storm and then high when the storm had long been concluded. Figure 3.4a shows a sensor that reported noisy precipitation data for a storm in February
2016, while Figure 3.4b depicts a gauge that was most likely capped from the snowfall
during the same storm. When compared to the other nearby sensor in Figure 3.4c,
these erroneous precipitation measurements are clearly evident. Depending on sensor
type, how often the site is visited, and a host of other uncontrollable factors, the parameters of the APCP smoothing must be adjusted for each station through human
intervention.

3.4

Snow / Streamflow Data

This dataset also includes 36 ASO snow-on surveys over the time period 2013–2016.
These gridded, lidar-derived snow depth products are presented at 50 m resolution,
upscaled using block statistics and bilinear interpolation from the standard 3 m snow
depth product – available from Painter (2018) – in order to match the spatial resolution of the 50 m density estimates from iSnobal. These snow depth rasters are
included in Hedrick et al. (2018a).
Hetch Hetchy Water & Power, a division of the SFPUC, uses stage height and outflow from the O’Shaughnessy Dam to estimate daily inflow to Hetch Hetchy Reservoir.
Using the same method since 1970, these daily readings are smoothed to determine
the temporal trends in inflow, which is used as the daily streamflow estimate at the
outlet of the basin. Lundquist et al. (2016) determined that uncertainty in the daily
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interpolated full natural flow can be around ±10%, which agrees with standard stream
gauging uncertainty estimates.

3.5

Example Application

Over the water years 2013–2016, iSnobal was run over the Tuolumne Basin to supply
ASO with gridded snow density estimates (Hedrick et al., 2018a). The spatially
distributed forcing grids required to run iSnobal were constructed from the vector
data described above using SMRF. Table 1 of Havens et al. (2017) details the inputs
to SMRF, which include point measurements of Ta , u, udir , and mpp , along with point
estimates of ccf rac and and ea . Atmospheric vapor pressure, ea , was derived from Ta
and RH using the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship.
In SMRF, precipitation was corrected for undercatch as a function of the distributed wind speeds prior to the gridded interpolation step using standardized equations given by Yang et al. (1998). The undercatch correction at each station was
dependent on whether the gauges were shielded or unshielded. The phase of each
hour of precipitation was then determined based on a modified version of the method
described in Marks et al. (1999), which relies on gridded estimates of dew point
temperature.
The iSnobal modeling framework requires an estimate of net shortwave radiation
flux, Sn , which is defined as:

Sn = Sin (1 − α),

(3.2)

where α is a modeled spectral albedo estimate (Wiscombe & Warren, 1980; Susong
et al., 1999; Havens et al., 2017). Throughout the melt season, α was altered using
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a logarithmic decay function. Hourly point estimates of ccf rac , described in Section 3.3.3, were distributed to the regular 50 m grid and then used in conjunction
with α and Sclearsky to calculate Sn :

Sn = (ccf rac × Sclearsky )(1 − α),

(3.3)

where Sclearsky is computed spatially and is no longer scaled to match maximum Sin
measurements as mentioned in Section 3.3.3.
Additionally, ccf rac is further used within SMRF for developing the spatial estimates of incoming longwave radiation (Ilw ). Distributed Ilw was modeled using
the method presented by Marks & Dozier (1979) and adjusted for canopy and cloud
cover similar to Link & Marks (1999). A more detailed description of the interpolation methods used to distribute these point measurements to a regular 50 m grid can
be found in Hedrick et al. (2018a) and Havens et al. (2017).
Reproducible results to an experiment are a critical component of the scientific
method. Since hydrology experiments typically occur in nature rather than in a
controlled laboratory setting, delivering entirely reproducible results is difficult. Only
relatively recently have researchers begun to address reproducibility in the hydrologic
sciences (Hutton et al., 2016). The dataset in Hedrick et al. (2018b) is presented
both as the L-1 station measurements and the quality-controlled L-2 model-ready
product. The meteorological station QC process is the only non-reproducible aspect
of this dataset, which demands both L-1 and L-2 be included for data transparency.
If initiated using the L-2 data and the water year SMRF configuration files located in
the data repository (Hedrick et al., 2018b), the SMRF version 0.3 software within its
operating system-independent Docker container (Hedrick et al., 2018c) will produce
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the same results as presented in Hedrick et al. (2018a). This extent of reproducibility
has never before been possible for a multi-year, near-real time, basin scale modeling
experiment.

3.6

Data Availability

These data, along with all of the configuration files required by SMRF to produce
spatial forcing grids for all four water years, are hosted on a Zenodo research data
repository (Hedrick et al., 2018b). A separate code repository that hosts a Docker
container file is available from Hedrick et al. (2018c). Within the Docker container
can be found a standalone version of the SMRF version 0.3 model code, required
dependencies, and instructions for using the software to fully reproduce the results
from the example application results (Section 3.5). Once initialized, the software is
fully compiled and ready for use within the Docker container.

3.7

Summary

This paper presents the Level 2 (L-2) forcing data used by the iSnobal snow model
to provide snow density estimates for the ASO operational SWE products across the
Tuolumne River Basin for water years 2013–2016. The station measurements of air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, accumulated precipitation,
and solar radiation went through careful QC to remove erroneous data. Without
significant near-real time QC, the currently available combination of federal, state,
and locally maintained stations should not be used to force operational energy balance models. Additionally, the Level 1 (L-1) station measurements downloaded from
CDEC and Mesowest are included in case users would prefer to perform their own
QC on the data. The L-1 data are presented because the QC process is the only
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non-reproducible component of the modeling approach described in Hedrick et al.
(2018a).
These data are suitable for any other physically based hydro-ecological model
that requires knowledge of hourly meteorological conditions. In addition, the software that created the forcing variables used by iSnobal provides users with an entirely
reproducible way to construct gridded meteorological forcing data using the L-2 data.
These hourly images can be used to force distributed hydrologic models or for validation and calibration of other coarser gridded forcing datasets (NLDAS-2, MERRA-2,
etc.).
This paper presents forcing data used by the iSnobal snow model to provide snow
density estimates for the ASO operational SWE products across the Tuolumne River
Basin for water years 2013–2016. This data is suitable for any other physically based
hydro-ecological model that requires knowledge of hourly meteorological conditions.
In addition, the software that created the forcing variables used by iSnobal provides
users with an entirely reproducible way to construct gridded meteorological forcing
data. These hourly images can be used to force distributed hydrologic models or
for validation and calibration of other coarser gridded forcing datasets (NLDAS-2,
MERRA-2, etc.).
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CHAPTER 4:
FROM DROUGHT TO FLOOD: EVALUATING
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IN A
HIGH-ALTITUDE BASIN DURING EXTREME
CONDITIONS
Abstract
Over a three-year period, the snowpack in California’s Sierra Nevada fluctuated from
the lowest in recorded history (2015) to historically large (2017), with a relatively
average year in between (2016). This dynamic range in climatic conditions provides
an ideal opportunity to investigate the correlation between annual water availability
and runoff in a snow-dominated catchment. In this work we will estimate evapotranspiration (ET ) using a water balance approach where the water inputs and outputs
to the system are accurately constrained using a combined remote sensing and physically based modeling procedure. For all three years of this study, the NASA-JPL
Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) combined snapshot high-resolution snow depths
from airborne lidar with snow density estimates from a physically based energy balance model to produce spatial predictions of Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) over the
entire Tuolumne River Basin at 50 m resolution. Using the well-quantified hydrologic
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inputs from the energy balance calculations with periodic snow depth updates along
with measured streamflow from the basin terminus, we can predict the annual ET
response to the three dissimilar water years. The modeled annual ET is then compared to independent satellite-derived ET estimates for validation. Results reveal
that ET in the Tuolumne does not scale linearly with the amount of available water
to the basin, and subsequently runoff efficiency (RE) primarily depends on total annual snowfall precipitation. Lastly, we find that the snow depth updates to the snow
model significantly decrease the uncertainty in the ET estimates.

4.1

Introduction

Mountain snowpacks respond in various ways to changes in precipitation and temperature regimes. Climate predictions overwhelmingly agree that future temperatures will
continue to rise, but future shifts in precipitation are more uncertain in the current
literature (Luce et al., 2016; Roderick et al., 2014). Regardless of future precipitation trends, winters are shortening and the likelihood of extreme events is increasing
(Jentsch et al., 2007; Seager et al., 2012). A major scientific question for the mountain
hydrology community is how this increase in seasonal climate variability will affect
runoff ratios and streamflow. Berghuijs et al. (2014) used a data-driven approach to
infer that basins which receive a higher proportion of annual precipitation falling as
snow experience higher long-term mean streamflow than those basins that are more
rain-dominated. Then, by examining multiple basins in the California Sierra Nevada,
Godsey et al. (2014) found that summer low flows vary proportionately according to
annual variations in peak snow water equivalent (SWE). More recently, Cooper et al.
(2018) demonstrated that the annual maximum SWE amount is a primary contributing factor affecting low flow sensitivity to climate variability in maritime snowpacks
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throughout the western United States.
One way to determine the effect of extreme events on the catchment-scale water
cycle is to disaggregate the hydrologic water balance into its constituent components.
By constraining one or more of the terms of the water balance equation with better
measurements and monitoring techniques, the trends in the more poorly understood
terms can be estimated with greater accuracy. This more process-driven approach of
closing the water balance has been shown to be useful for assessing processes that
are difficult to measure such as evapotranspiration (ET ) (Wan et al., 2015; Williams
et al., 2012), groundwater recharge (Kendy et al., 2003; Herrmann et al., 2015), and
runoff efficiency (RE) (Knowles et al., 2015), which is defined as the ratio of basin
discharge to precipitation.
Studies assessing basin-wide ET in particularly snow-dominated catchments where
the snow fraction of annual precipitation is greater than 80% are uncommon but not
unprecedented. Leydecker & Melack (2000) used the Complementary Relationship
Areal Evapotranspiration (CRAE) model (Morton, 1983) to estimate areal evaporative losses over various alpine catchments throughout the Sierra Nevada. They found
that evaporation was typically low throughout the months of snow cover, and then
increased significantly during the late summer and early autumn of each year with
an average of 36% of the water budget being lost to the atmosphere. Kattelmann &
Elder (1991) examined the water balance of the Emerald Lake watershed in Southern Sierra Nevada and found that evaporative losses ranged from 19% to 32% of the
total water budget in successive years. A water balance approach for quantifying
evaporative losses to the atmosphere was carried out by Henn et al. (2018b) over the
Tuolumne River Basin. They found that the mean late season residual – defined as
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all water losses to the atmosphere or groundwater recharge – ranged from 30% to
39% of the annual water budget for three years (2013–2015) of the recent California
Drought.
Subsequently, between 2015 and 2017 California’s Sierra Nevada underwent the
largest dynamic range of snowpack conditions in recorded history. The winter of 2015
was the final year of the 2012–2015 California drought and it resulted in the lowest
total April 1st snowpack in over 500 years according to tree ring SWE reconstruction
(Belmecheri et al., 2016). The following winter of 2016 resulted in a near-average
snowpack, with April 1st totals around 85% of the recorded average. Lastly, the
winter of 2017 resulted in the 2nd highest SWE on April 1 in recorded history, and
the most reservoir inflow on record for many of the large reservoirs along the western
slopes of the Sierra Nevada. These three climatically dissimilar years provide a well
suited backdrop for examining hydrologic responses to extreme conditions.
The primary question this study aims to answer is How are ET and RE in an
alpine or subalpine environment affected by both total water availability as well as the
snow fraction of precipitation entering the basin? A secondary question is then To
what degree do periodic lidar-derived snow depth measurements decrease uncertainty
in the modeled ET and RE estimates? To investigate these questions, we simulate
the snowpack at a daily time scale over the duration of an entire water year (October
1 – September 30). This is accomplished by using a physically based, energy and mass
balance snow model forced with gridded hourly meteorological estimates derived from
both weather station measurements and a downscaled atmospheric forecast model.
The snow model is then updated by periodic high spatial resolution measurements of
snow depth from airborne lidar, which explicitly defines the spatial distribution of the
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snowpack and has been shown to increase the accuracy in model results throughout
the melt season (Hedrick et al., 2018a). Combined with some basic assumptions about
the hydrologic behavior of the Tuolumne Basin over an annual time scale, the water
balance approach detailed here provides a new perspective on how a snow-dominated
basin responds to climate variability.

4.2

Study Area & Model Application

This study was performed over the Tuolumne River Basin in California’s Sierra
Nevada (Figure 4.1). The outlet of the basin is at the base of O’Shaughnessy Dam,
which forms Hetch Hetchy Reservoir and provides the main source of drinking water
and hydropower to over 2.7 million residents in the city and county of San Francisco.
The total basin area is 1187 km2 and elevations range from 1150–3999 m.a.s.l., with
over 90% of the basin lying above 2000 m.a.s.l., which has been the approximate
average rain-snow transition elevation in the basin since 2013 (Hedrick et al., 2018a).
Elevations between 2000–2900 m.a.s.l. are mainly comprised of snow-dominated subalpine forests and make up 55% of the total basin area. The upper 35% of the basin
(2900–3999 m.a.s.l.) is an alpine environment where the snow distribution is heavily
influenced by topography and wind. The Tuolumne Basin lithology is comprised of
mainly intrusive granodiorite bedrock with soils over much of the basin being less
than 1 meter deep (Lundquist et al., 2016). The combination of the lithologic conditions and steepness of the basin result in a smaller fraction of groundwater losses
than other more interior continental watersheds. Numerous hydrologic studies have
been performed in the Tuolumne Basin (e.g. Henn et al. (2018b); Rice et al. (2011);
Raleigh & Small (2017); Lundquist et al. (2005)) owing to its significance and status
as a vital ’water tower’ for downstream inhabitants (Viviroli et al., 2007).
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4.2.1

iSnobal & the Airborne Snow Observatory

The approach to examining the water balance of the Tuolumne Basin involves estimating the timing and magnitude of snowmelt and rainfall entering the hydrologic system
using a physically based snowmelt model. The iSnobal model (Marks et al., 1999) has
been tested extensively in previous studies (Erickson et al., 2005; Reba et al., 2011b;
Winstral et al., 2013; Kormos et al., 2014a) and has been shown to produce accurate
estimates of basin-averaged snowpack mass over annual timescales (Kormos et al.,
2017a). In this application, iSnobal provided daily predictions of various energy and
mass fluxes at 50 m spatial resolution over water years 2015–2017. The model was
forced with a combination of weather station measurements and downscaled gridded
meteorological forecast products from the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR)
operational model (Benjamin et al., 2016).
In addition to the hourly meteorological forcing fields, the model is also able to be
updated by measurements of the snow depth state variable whenever measurements
are available. Since 2013, the Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) has performed snapshot lidar surveys throughout each ablation season in order to periodically determine
the spatial distribution of snow depths (Painter et al., 2016) across the Tuolumne
River Basin. After they are spatially coarsened from 3 m to 50 m, these lidar-derived
snow depth distributions enable more accurate solutions to the snowpack energy balance and ultimately more accurate estimates of snowpack runoff, here referred to as
surface water input (SW I). The procedure for updating iSnobal using ASO measurements is detailed extensively by Hedrick et al. (2018a).
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4.3

Background & Methods

Over any defined length of time, a closed hydrologic system is subject to the law of
conservation of mass. Any water input to the system, whether from precipitation
or aquifer-fed springs, must equal the water outputs from the system in the form of
streamflow, evaporative losses, aquifer recharge, and changes in basin storage. The
hydrologic water balance of any basin, through a given time period, can be represented
as
∆S = P + ∆G − (Q + ET ).

(4.1)

In this formulation, P is the input precipitation to the basin, Q is the cumulative basin
runoff at the basin terminus, and ET is the total water lost through the combination of
evaporation back to the atmosphere and transpiration by vegetation. The two terms
∆G and ∆S represent the groundwater flux and basin storage flux, respectively, and
can be either positive or negative over the defined time period.
The mechanisms for delivery of water to streamflow are different for rainfall and
snowfall. Within a snow-dominated basin, the water balance input term must be
more explicit with respect to the physical processes involved with water stored in a
snowpack. The actual water delivery to the hydrologic system can be defined as the
surface water input, or SWI, and the water balance can then be written as

∆S = SW I + ∆G − (Q + ET ).

(4.2)

SWI is defined as any water that enters the soil as either rain on bare ground, melt
water at the snow-soil interface, or rain that percolates through the snowpack. At
the same time, a not insignificant amount of P is evaporated or sublimated from the
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snow surface and is never available to be SWI. The input term to the water balance
for snow-dominated catchments can then be written as

SW I = P − Es ,

(4.3)

where Es is the snowcover evaporation term, which is here treated separately from
the ET term. Therefore, the water balance equation can be rewritten as

∆S = P + ∆G − (Q + Es + ET ).

(4.4)

The water balance equation can be significantly simplified by applying two assumptions for snow-dominated mountain catchments. The first assumption is that

∆S ≈ 0

(4.5)

over the water year time scale. At the beginning and end of a water year, the total
snow storage is assumed to be trivial, so that any annual change in snow water storage
is zero. Also, in the northern hemisphere soil moisture is the typically at its lowest
level around October 1st, meaning overall changes in soil water storage is negligible
over an annual time scale.
A second assumption is that annual groundwater flow amounts in and out of
the basin are insignificant relative to the other loss terms, ET and Q. Under this
assumption, for a steep, granitic basin such as the Tuolumne, the groundwater losses
in the high elevations primarily end up in the reservoir, replenishment of a deep
aquifer is minimal, and
∆G ≈ 0.

(4.6)
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The water balance can then be simplified to

ET = P − (Q − Es ) + ,

(4.7)

where  is a residual error term that comprises both measurement uncertainty in P
and Q, along with model uncertainty in P and Es . Below we will explore each variable
independently in the context of this study.

4.3.1

Evapotranspiration in the Sierra Nevada

Previous work has examined actual ET amounts in the Sierra Nevada using water
balance approaches (Henn et al., 2018b; Kattelmann & Elder, 1991) and regression
relationships between eddy covariance flux tower measurements and satellite products
(Fellows & Goulden, 2017; Goulden et al., 2012; Roche et al., 2018). These approaches
focused on different applications but concluded that annual ET in the upper elevations
of the Sierra Nevada ranged between 150–400 mm with the majority of the losses
occurring below treeline. In fact, the regression-based studies estimated ET only as
high as the subalpine environment, since the highest elevation flux tower site used to
determine the relationship is at 2700 m.a.s.l. Approximately 50% of the land area
within the Tuolumne Basin is above that elevation and is heavily snow-dominated,
shortening the annual duration when ET can occur. Therefore, the actual total ET
in the basin is likely toward the lower end of the estimates from the literature, due
to the lack of vegetation in the upper reaches of the basin. This study will estimate
ET , along with uncertainties represented in  by using measurements of Q and by
constraining P and Es using combined remote sensing and modeling results.
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4.3.2

Precipitation

Over all three water years in this study, periodic snapshots of lidar-derived snow
depths from ASO have been directly inserted into the iSnobal modeling stream to
update the depth state variable in near-real time since 2013. These updates allow
iSnobal to more accurately simulate the energy balance in each pixel, resulting in
more accurate estimates of SW I (Hedrick et al., 2018a). Since SW I is the result of
an explicitly solved energy balance, and informed by high-resolution remote sensing
measurements, the hydrologic inputs in this study are more spatially representative
than other coarser gridded precipitation products. Henn et al. (2018a) described the
difficulty and uncertainty involved in estimating spatially distributed precipitation
in mountainous terrain using coarse regional-scale models. Snow accumulates preferentially due to wind and topography at the hillslope scale (Musselman et al., 2015;
Pomeroy et al., 1993; Winstral et al., 2013), while accumulation at the basin scale
is governed by elevational lapse rates (Feld et al., 2013; Lehning et al., 2011) and
orographic effects due to atmospheric circulation (Roe & Baker, 2006). The distribution of rainfall is not measured by the ASO surveys, however, only 20% of the annual
precipitation in an average year falls as rain over the Tuolumne Basin.
A detrended kriging (DK) technique (Garen et al., 1994) was used to distribute
station measured precipitation over the 50 m modeling grid (Havens et al., 2017) for
the drought and average years (2015 and 2016). In 2017, when single storm totals
exceeded 400 mm, many of the precipitation gauges that had been used in prior years
became buried or were significantly capped so as not to be useful. Therefore, a new
approach was used to distribute precipitation using gridded meteorological forecast
products from the HRRR model (Benjamin et al., 2016). Subsequently, in all three
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years, regardless of the method used for distributing precipitation, the distribution of
accumulated snow was redistributed by the lidar-derived snow depths whenever an
ASO survey took place.

4.3.3

Streamflow

The Tuolumne River flows into Hetchy Hetchy Reservoir, which is managed by the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC). To understand the water balance of
the Tuolumne, reconstructed full natural flow FNF at the outlet of O’Shaughnessy
Dam are used as a proxy for basin discharge. FNF, sometimes referred to as unimpaired runoff, is defined to be the natural discharge that would have occurred without the presence of any dams or diversions upon the stream course. Using daily
observed reservoir stage height and estimates of reservoir releases over the period of
record (1970–2017), a mass balance approach yields the daily FNF into the reservoir.
Lundquist et al. (2016) estimated the uncertainty in the daily reconstructed flows to
be on the order of ≈10%, which is the value assigned here to basin discharge (Q).
Estimates of cumulative FNF since 1970 and the mean value since 1919 are shown in
Figure 4.2. For the three years considered in this study, the large dynamic range of
streamflow magnitudes is clear.

4.3.4

Snow Surface Evaporation and Sublimation

The amount of atmospheric moisture lost from the snowpack to the atmosphere is a
nontrivial portion of the overall water balance and should not be ignored. Evaporation
or condensation of liquid water from a surface occurs when the surface’s temperature
is at or greater than the freezing point (Ts ≥ 0◦ C). Conversely, in a snowpack
where Ts ≤ 0◦ C, ice crystals are able to sublimate into water vapor, resulting in a
net loss in snowpack mass. For a melting snowpack, or Ts = 0◦ C, the atmospheric
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±10%.
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moisture loss formulation in the iSnobal model is a combination of both sublimation
and evaporation and is scaled by the average of the latent heats of vaporization and
sublimation. In the process of computing the latent heat flux term of the snow energy
balance, iSnobal iteratively solves for the evaporative mass flux, Es , which is provided
as model output. The mathematical representation of the set of nonlinear equations
required for computing sublimation and condensation from a snowpack is described
by Marks & Dozier (1992) and Marks et al. (2008), and is based on the stability
functions found in Brutsaert (1982).

4.3.5

Uncertainty Considerations

The final term of the water balance in equation 4.1 is the residual, , containing the
error terms in this particular estimation of ET . The error can be divided into both
measurement and model uncertainty, each of which can be considered separately.
The measurement uncertainty is the difference in actual conditions and reported
values over the three years for P and Q. As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, a ±10%
uncertainty can be attributed to the reconstructed measurements of Q. Measuring
snowfall in mountain environments is often very difficult due to high wind speeds during storms (Rasmussen et al., 2012). Even though the precipitation measurements
used in this study are corrected for wind undercatch, a conservative estimate of uncertainty in P is ±20%. Additionally, no estimate of error in the HRRR precipitation
product used in 2017 is presently available.
Sources of model uncertainty stem from many different aspects in this study.
First, error is introduced by the assumptions made in equation 4.5 and equation 4.6,
as the actual changes in storage and groundwater fluxes on annual time scales are
nonzero. Secondly, the distribution of precipitation from both point measurements
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and 3 km gridded forecast products to the 50 m grid both use a modeling approach
that contains error. Finally, there are model errors in the parameterization of the
nonlinear differential equations used to estimate Es in the iSnobal model.
Once all of the measurement and model uncertainty has been taken into consideration, a bulk residual value can be estimated by comparing the distributions of ASO
measured snow depths with the iSnobal modeled snow depths. As shown in Figure 6 of
Hedrick et al. (2018a) and Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, the root-mean
square error (RMSE) between modeled and measured snow depths decreased by a factor of three when prior ASO updates had occurred earlier in the season. The trend
in RMSE reduction was similar when the entire set of ASO surveys from 2015–2017
was examined. Therefore, barring uncertainties in the energy balance formulation in
iSnobal, the accuracy in estimated SW I to the system is increased threefold when
the ASO updates are available.

4.4

Results & Discussion

Accurate estimates of precipitation, as the lone input term to the hydrologic system,
are essential for closing the water balance of the Tuolumne. To test the relative accuracy of the precipitation distribution routine in SMRF, Figure 4.3 depicts the results
of two methods for deriving gridded precipitation data. Figure 4.3a depicts the 2016
annual cumulative precipitation at 50 m resolution using the DK distribution method
(Garen et al., 1994). The DK distribution is derived from station measurements and
is representative of both local elevation gradients and larger scale rain shadow effects.
Figure 4.3b shows the cumulative precipitation for the same year at 4 km resolution
estimated by the PRISM (Daly et al., 1994). Within the Tuolumne Basin the difference between the two methods is just over 1% of the annual total precipitation,
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative precipitation from (a) station measurements of
precipitation interpolated to a 50 m grid using DK and (b) the 4 km
PRISM product for water year 2016. Locations of stations used by the
DK method are depicted as circles in (a).
yet the spatial structure of where precipitation falls is much more defined by the DK
method.
However, the ASO is not able to measure precipitation that falls in the Basin as
rain, therefore introducing uncertainty in an annual water balance. Over the course
of the ASO campaign (2013–2018) rain has accounted for approximately only 22% of
the total precipitation that has fallen over the Tuolumne, indicating that the basin
was significantly snow-dominated even during the California Drought.
Prior to the first ASO update to the model, iSnobal is forced with DK precipitation grids, resulting in a more uniform SWE estimate relative to realistic mountain
snowpacks. At the time of the first update, the resulting snow distribution is redefined
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and SWE is altered throughout the basin. The spatial structure of the ASO-defined
distribution is maintained throughout the rest of the year, yet still benefits from each
subsequent ASO update. For water years 2015 through 2017, iSnobal was run with
and without the ASO updates to demonstrate the basin-averaged impact of redefining
the snow distribution (Figure 4.4).
As a physically based energy balance model, iSnobal requires its model forcing
inputs to keep track of all energy and mass fluxes within the snowpack for every time
step of a simulation. Thus, one of the outputs from the model is the evaporation
from the snow surface in the form of actual liquid water evaporation or sublimation
due to the vapor pressure gradient. The estimated annual cumulative evaporation,
Es , depicted in Figure 4.4 is a measure of mass that is lost to the atmosphere, and
must be considered in the water balance along with ET .
In water years 2015 and 2016, the overall basin-averaged magnitude of cumulative
SW I from the base of the snowpack was not sensitive to the redistribution of the
snowpack from the ASO updates, though importantly the timing of that input pulse
to the system was advanced by 2 to 4 weeks during the timing of peak streamflow in
2015. The impact of the ASO updates can be seen in the basin-averaged SWE from
2015, where the more realistic spatial distribution caused the snowpack to disappear
a full three weeks earlier than the modeled SWE without the updates. This result is
important for water management agencies that rely on exact melt timing for power
generation.
Water year 2017 was a difficult year for energy balance modeling in the Tuolumne
Basin. The main reason was due to a lack of precipitation station data at higher
elevations. Discussed in Section 4.3.2, the Hybrid-HRRR distribution approach more
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Figure 4.4: Basin-averaged products for the Tuolumne Basin (2015–2017).
Solid lines represent iSnobal estimated SWE (blue), SW I (red), cumulative evaporative losses (Es )) from the snow surface (green), as well as the
estimated FNF at the outlet at Hetch Hetchy Reservoir (black). Dotted
lines show the ASO-updated iSnobal results for each variable. The grey
shaded area is the ±10% uncertainty in the FNF estimates (Lundquist
et al., 2016).
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accurately captured the large atmospheric river (AR) events that occurred in January
and February of that year, relative to station measurements alone. The first ASO
update of 2017 (January 29) had the effect of slightly decreasing SWE in the basin,
signifying that Hybrid-HRRR added slightly too much precipitation mass from the
two AR events earlier in the month. However, the second update (March 1) added
approximately 18% of SWE storage to the basin. This was likely because the mass
inputs from the February 7-10 AR event, the same storm which caused the 2017
Oroville Dam spillway disaster in Northern California, were actually much larger
than that predicted by HRRR or captured by station measurements. Lastly, the
June 3 update increased SWE storage by 75 mm, likely due to the modeled albedo
decay within SMRF melting snow too quickly throughout the month of May.
The ASO updates to iSnobal in 2017 were also important for the cumulative
SW I. The lidar-derived snow depth distribution added an additional 200 mm in
total available water. The residuals for all three years are shown in Table 4.1. These
modeled residual results are in relative agreement with the findings of Henn et al.
(2018b), which estimated the residual for 2013 to 2015 to be between 118 mm and
231 mm. This result of our approach is encouraging for estimating ET from similar
water balance approaches.
It appears that the iSnobal cumulative evaporation product, Ei , was not sensitive
to the ASO updates. At the same time, evaporation can be seen to be directly
proportional to snow covered area and persistence. Since the Tuolumne Basin was
snow-free for much of 2015, the modeled Ei from the snow surface was less than half
of that in 2016 and 2017, in which snow covered a greater extent of the basin area
for much longer.
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Year

2015
2016
2017

iSnobal +ASO
Modeled
iSnobal +ASO
Cumulative
cumulative
evapotranbasin inputs
FNF
Evaporation
spiration

MOD16
cumulative
8-day ET

Sum of
Losses

(P )

(E)

(Q)

(ET )

(ETM OD )

(Q+Es +
ETM OD )

547
1,060
2,211

34
78
81

291±10%
831±10%
1,832±10%

222±29
151±83
299±183

157
101
94

482±29
1,010±83
2,007±183

Table 4.1: End of year cumulative sums for water balance terms. P is the
basin input term, Es is the modeled evaporative loss from the snow surface
to the atmosphere, and Q is the basin discharge. ET is computed from the
water balance equation 4.7 and ETM OD is the evapotranspiration estimate
from the MOD16 algorithm. The final column is the annual estimated
total sum of the loss terms in the Tuolumne Basin.
It appears that the iSnobal cumulative evaporation product, Es , was not sensitive
to the ASO updates. At the same time, evaporation can be seen to be directly
proportional to snow covered area and persistence. Since the Tuolumne Basin was
snow-free for much of 2015, the modeled Es from the snow surface was less than half
of that in 2016 and 2017, in which snow covered a greater extent of the basin area
for much longer.

4.4.1

Evapotranspiration Validation

In addition to the flux tower transects, optical satellite products, and water balance
approximations mentioned in Section 4.3.1, satellite retrieval algorithms can be used
as independent validation sources for estimating actual ET . The MOD16 Global ET
Product was first described by Mu et al. (2007) and based on algorithms from Cleugh
et al. (2007), with an improved algorithm described by Mu et al. (2011). MOD16 is
derived from MODIS-derived land cover type, leaf area index (LAI), and albedo, and
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is used in this study as a comparison data set for the estimated water balance ET .
MOD16 provides estimates of terrestrial ET every 8 days at 500 m spatial resolution.
MODIS Tile H08V05 was downloaded from the NASA Land Processes Distributed
Active Archive Center (LPDAAC) for time period of October 1, 2014 to October
1 2017 (Running et al., 2017). Screening of clouds and aerosols is already included
in the most recent Version 6 products, but snow cover masking was performed in a
post-processing step using the ASO-updated iSnobal model product upscaled to 500
m. Additionally, we used the snow-free ASO lidar returns to further characterize the
500 m MODIS pixels as containing vegetation or vegetation-free. This decision was
made because we assumed ET to be negligible over exposed granite, which comprises
a significant portion of the Tuolumne Basin.
The estimated cumulative and 8-day ET totals from the MOD16 Global ET Product, masked to cells within the Tuolumne Basin, is shown in Figure 4.5. Even though
this satellite product was corrected for occlusion by snow, cloud, cloud shadow, and
bare rock surfaces, the effect of the snowpack persistence can be seen in the data.
Since complete melt out occurred extremely early in 2015, the MOD16 algorithm
predicted a much earlier increase in plant transpiration than in 2016 and 2017. Cumulative 8-day ET ranged from 157 mm in 2015, 101 mm in 2016, and just 94 mm
in 2017 (Table 4.1).
The resulting MOD16 ET estimates were certainly lower than estimates put forth
by previous studies (Fellows & Goulden, 2017; Henn et al., 2018b; Kattelmann & Elder, 1991; Leydecker & Melack, 2000). This result is somewhat unsurprising, though,
since the Tuolumne Basin in water year 2017 was snow-covered from early December
to mid-July. This meant that there was not as much time for the existing vegetation
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Figure 4.5: Basin-averaged ET losses estimated by the cloud and snowcover corrected MOD16 500 m gridded product for water years 2015–2017
over the Tuolumne River Basin. The left-hand side y-axis and the black
curves represent cumulative totals over each year, while the right-hand
side y-axis and the red curves are the 8-day sum totals. Evaporative
losses (e.g. sublimation) from snow-covered surfaces are not considered in
this MOD16 product and are instead accounted for by iSnobal.
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to transpire when compared to the drought year of 2015. In this respect, the vegetation in this high-altitude basin can be considered buffered against drastic swings in
climate variability, at least over the course of a few years.

4.4.2

Estimating Runoff Efficiency from the Water Balance

The modeled ET from the water balance approach and defined by equation 4.7, was
determined to be 222 mm in 2015, 151 mm in 2016, and 299 mm in 2017 (Table 4.1).
The sums of the loss terms that were quantified by Q, ETM OD , and Es from iSnobal
were 482 mm in 2015, 1010 mm in 2016, and 2007 mm in 2017 (Figure 4.6). The
cumulative losses from the basin – as derived from manual observations, a model,
and a remote sensing product – were lower than the basin input mass, P , in all three
years.
A hydrologic metric of a basin often used by water managers to describe a basin
is the annual runoff effiency, RE, which is defined as the ratio of runoff to input
precipitation. In the three years of this study, the runoff efficiency (as a percentage)
varied widely from 53% in 2015, 78% in 2016, and 82% in 2017. These values of RE,
especially in 2016 and 2017, are much higher than typical values reported for watersheds located in more continental locations, and are traits of the unique lithology of
the Tuolumne Basin. Also, RE increases as the input precipitation increases throughout all three years. Future work will examine more years using this water balance
approach to attempt to determine this relationship between RE and P and how it
might be affected by temperature, precipitation, or even second order processes such
as tree mortality or forest fires.
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Figure 4.6: Basin-averaged daily SWE storage (blue) and cumulative SW I
(red) estimated by the ASO-updated iSnobal model. The dashed grey
line is the previously reported cumulative estimated FNF (i.e. basin discharge). The black line is the sum of the cumulative discharge (Q), ETM OD
from the MOD16 product, and the iSnobal estimated evaporation (Es )
from the snow surface. The error bounds on the losses are derived from
the ±10% streamflow uncertainty.
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4.5

Conclusions

This study used a combination of remote sensing and physically based modeling
within a snow-dominated basin to examine responses of the hydrologic loss terms of
the water balance over varying climatic conditions. Over three extremely dissimilar
water years, the residual term in the water balance equation was determined by
accurately accounting for the magnitude and timing of precipitation inputs to the
basin. The major conclusions are as follows:
1. Remote sensing-improved estimates of basin precipitation input, in this case
represented by daily SW I, permit a more accurate estimate of the water balance
residual. Under the assumption that the residual value is primarily comprised
of evaporative losses to the atmosphere, this subsequently results in a more
accurate depiction of ET .
2. The annual ET totals estimated through the water balance approach did not
vary as much as the precipitation inputs into the basin between these three years
(2015–2017). This means that over the course of just a few years, evaporative
losses remain relatively constant compared to total water availability.
3. Basin-averaged annual ET estimates over the three years from the MOD16
satellite-derived product was somewhat lower than expected from the existing
literature. However, when combined with evaporative losses from the snow
surface estimated by iSnobal, the summed evaporation agreed with the residual
of the water balance and was within the uncertainty of the basin discharge
measurements into Hetch Hetchy Reservoir.
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4. The annual runoff efficiency, RE, of a watershed is not a static descriptive
parameter. Rather, this work shows that RE increases proportionally with
the total amount of input precipitation. Future work will attempt to derive a
functional relationship between input precipitation and RE by analyzing more
years, and then expand to other basins in the Sierra Nevada that benefit from
the ASO program.
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSIONS
In the coming decades, as previous climate trends shift, the legacy hydrologic prediction methods employed throughout the Western United States will become strained
beyond their limits. It is the responsibility of the snow hydrology research community to take advantage of computing resources and technological advancements to
develop new models and techniques that are robust to non-stationarity. This dissertation introduces a new paradigm for mountain hydrologic prediction. By integrating
new techniques for modeling, monitoring, and remote sensing, a more accurate and
reliable depiction of the mountain snow cover has been achieved.
Chapter 2 detailed the methodological approach for direct integration of measured
snow depths from the Airborne Snow Observatory into the iSnobal physics-based
energy balance model. Within the 1200km2 Tuolumne River Basin and over four
consecutive winter seasons, 36 snapshots of the snow distribution were periodically
inserted as a state variable into the model. These updates guided the model to more
accurate simulations of the snowpack state, and changed timings of the surface water
input into the hydrologic system. Also, since the model was forced with station
measurements, the ASO updates constrained the elevational gradient in the highest
30% of the basin where measurements were lacking. The results of the four-year study
reveal that the first update of each season was the most crucial for setting the actual
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spatial distribution. Subsequent updates were more important when significant time
had elapsed between updates as well as when large storms occurred.
All of the forcing data, model simulation results, and model code from Chapter 2 were made available in public repositories. Such data transparency allows for
complete reproducibility by any person examining the results and conclusions of the
study. The only subjective component of the modeling framework was the quality
control performed on the meteorological station data. Chapter 3 details how that QC
process was undertaken. For each variable required to force iSnobal, the fundamental
decisions made in order to provide a continuous data record were described in turn.
A major finding of this section was that weather station data should never be used
to force high resolution snow models without considerable QC procedures. In addition, the shear effort involved in making meteorological measurements model-ready
is not sustainable for continued model applications in other basins. Work has already
begun to investigate the functionality of using gridded forecast products such as the
High-Resolution Rapid Refresh to produce iSnobal forcing data in lieu of station measurements. This approach would facilitate a more automated modeling procedure and
allow expansion to larger modeling domains.
Chapters 2 and 3 dealt specifically with the setup and structure of a near-real time,
quasi-operational modeling framework. In contrast, Chapter 4 described a research
application of the ASO project. In this section, the evapotranspiration component of
the hydrologic water balance over the Tuolumne Basin was examined over three widely
dissimilar water years. Under the assumptions that the total annual groundwater flux
in the basin was small relative to the total evaporative losses and that the annual
change in basin storage was negligible, the annual evapotranspiration loss could be
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estimated. The three examined water years included the most significant drought
season in nearly 500 years (2015), an average water year (2016), and a year of the
second largest April 1 snowpack in over 45 years (2017). The ASO snow depth
updates to the iSnobal precipitation input fields constrained the surface water input
(SW I) term by a threefold increase in accuracy compared to model results with no
ASO updates. Combined with streamflow estimates from the basin terminus, this
allowed a more accurate estimate of evapotranspiration on an annual time scale. A
major conclusion from the final section was that evapotranspiration varied much less
than the precipitation inputs across all three years. This finding indicates that the
annual runoff efficiency in the Tuolumne Basin is primarily a function of the annual
precipitation amount.
Future efforts will use the spatial distributions measured by the ASO to construct
spatial accumulation fields for interpolating either point measurements or coarse gridded forecast products. Also, any precipitation bias in gridded forecasts will be inferred
by examining individual storms captured by the lidar surveys. In addition, an investigation into the effect of vegetation on spatial variability will be conducted that
will make use of reflectance measurements from the ASO imaging spectrometer. The
future research possibilities utilizing the spatial data provided by the ASO in the
Tuolumne Basin are nearly limitless. Never before have researchers had this degree
of detailed information about the snowpack spatial distribution within a basin. In
the short span of five years the ASO has assembled a dataset that will continue to
beg new scientific questions for many years to come.
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